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1 
I • IN.lKXXJCTI~ 
The primary mission of the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) is 
education, but research and consulting are essential integral elements 
in the process. This report highlights AFIT's contributions to Air 
Force research and develo,EXDent activities. If the readers desire any 
further information or wish to obtain reprints of reports they may 
contact the author directly by calling the de~~t:ment extension listed 
on P3ge 5 of this report or they may contact the Dean for Research and 
Professional Developnent, AFIT/NR, in Room 2117 of Building 125 on 
extension 55835. 
AFIT welcones the opportunity to do research on topics of interest to 
the Air Force and other [X)I) organizations. Thesis or faculty research 
topics may be sent directly to the appropriate departments or mailed to 
AFIT, Dean for Research and Professional Develop-rent, AFI'r/NR, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433-6583. 
For coamercial calls add the prefix 25-- to the extension sho,,m on page 
5. The Area Code is 513. For NJTOVON calls add the prefix 7 J- to '::h 
extension number. 
3 
11 • DEPARTMENr SYMl:30.LS AND WCATIONS 
School of Engineering (EN) Bldg 640 
EN Office of Ozan 
Dr. J. S. Przemieniecki 
EOC Dept of Mathematics 
Dr. L. E. Wolaver (Inte rim) 
EN3 Dept of Electrical Engineering 
Dr. J. J. D'Azzo 
ENP Dept of Physics 
Dr. R. L. He ngehold 
EN.S Dept of Opera tional Sci ences 
Col M. J. O'Connell 
ENY Dept of Aeronautics & Astronautics 
Dr. P. J. Torvik 
School of Systems & Logistics (LS) Bldg 641 
LS Office of Dean 
Col L. L. Smith 
LSM Dept of Logistics Man~gement 
Lt Col J.M. Halliday 
LSP Dept of Contracting Management 
Dr. W. C. Pursch 
I.SQ Dept of Quantitative '.1anagement 











2 17 562d0 
LSR D...::pt of Cornnunications & Or3aniziltional 
Science 
Lt Col J . A. LinJscy 
LSY D"'pt of System l\cquisition :13Jl3gement 
Dr . R. T. Taliaferro 
Civil Engineering School (DE) Bldg 125 
DE Office of Dean 
Col M. W. l~ay , J r. 
DEH Special Assistant for Services 
Maj J. C. Rutledge 
DEM Dept of :-1anagement Applications 
M3j M. N. Goltz 
OE'I Dept of Technical l),pplications 
~uj ~. J . Bierck, Jr. 
Civilian Institutions Progrclll1S (CI) Bldg 125 
CI Office of D~an 










III. F.AOJLTY cmsULTATIC>l'6 
776 Consulting Activities - Calendar Year 1986 - Su:roury 
SPO~ORS DEPAH'l'M£t-.r3* 
ASD 93 LSP 139 
Base Civil Engineers o7 I..SY 12~ 
USAF Contractor 66 ENG 99 
HQ AFIC 50 L3.•1 .;;J 
AFP1:l0s & DCASRs 49 D8'1' 62 
USN 31 E:NP 56 
AFFDL 30 i::NY 52 
USA 23 LSJ 47 
AFAL .w DEM 39 
Civilian Universities 19 8L.C 33 
HQ AFSC 18 LSR 15 
Space Comnand 17 ENS 9 
HQ AFWAL 16 LS 1 
AFIC-AU::s 16 rO'i'AL 776 
FTD 16 
Af'AA 14 
Air Force Bases 14 
00D 14 
HQ U3AF 13 
Af"'1, 13 
AD/E91in AFB 13 
AFAI.J:. 10 
ESD 10 
MED CTK J 










Plus 4 each from ATC, SDIO , Dul' , HQ ·rAC; 3 each from Af'RRPL, H..) /\Ft:..,c , 
dQ SAC, AFCOLR, HJ MC, ONA; 2 2acn from l\FAPL, .~u, CIJ\, AFCC, ~P, !I~ /\:IC , r._ 
Academy, AF Museum, Maine Corp, !IQ USAFE; One each from HQ l\.GME , AF8tl:'·IC, AFiu , 
tJ3A, AF'Pl'C , Seiler Lab, OCA, At:1·lt'C, UOE , 0.-1B, EPA, S.!\u, .W-0, Coast Gu.:1r,J , 
House Appropriations Comnittee 

















Jan 86-1 6 



















Pr-of Karyl A. Adarcl.5. 
Advanced Graphics Support. (ENC) 
Lt Col R.R. Gross. 
Engineer-ing Information Systems (ENC) 
Dr-. D.R. Bar-r-. Statistical Models 
for Thrust Conputing System (ENC) 
Dr-. A.H. Moore. Design of Experiments 
(ENC) 
Dr-. A.H. Moore. Confidenc-e Intervals 
for Exponential Distributions (ENC) 
Lt Col D. J. Biezad. Missile Test 
Prnposals (ENG) 
Lt Col D. J. Biezad. Flying Qualities 
f{esear-ch (ENG) 
Maj S. E. Cr-oss. Proposal Evaluations 
(ENG) 
Capt S. K. Rogers, Maj w. H. Worsley, 
Dr. P. E. Maybeck and Maf J.P. Mills. 
Str-ategic Surveillance ENG, ENP) 
Dr. P. E. Maybeck. Airborne Target 
1'rackers (ENG) 
Naj E. s. Kolesar. Chemical War-fare Agent 
Detection (ENG) 
Maj E. S. Kolesar. Chemical War-fare 
Agent Identification (ENS) 
Capt~. E. Pr-escott. Signal Pr-ocessing 
System (ENG) 
9 
CapL G. E. Prescott. FFl' Analysis of 
Test Data (ENG) 
Capt G. E. Pr-escott. Corrmunications 
Research (ENG) 
Capt R. w. Linderman. Custom VIS1 
Processor Design (ENG) 
Jan 86-17 
J ,rn !36-18 





J a n 86-24 
































Capt K. W. Linderman. VL.SI Research 
(ENG) 
Capt R. W. Linde rman. VLSI Research 
(ENG) 
Maj J. J. Wha rton and Maj J . P. ,"1.ills. 
Design Review, New Optical System (ENP) 
Capt M. J. Sabochick. Consultation (ENP) 
Maj J. K. Fe ldman. Space Training 
Program (ENS) 
Capt R. Hinrichsen. Battle Damage 
Repair Procedures (ENY) 
Dr. M. E. Franke. Ground Effect, Large 
Bodies (ENY) 
Dr. M. E. Franke. Penetration Into Armor 
(ENY) 
Prof P. Bresnahiln and C. Youther. 
Prov1sioning Process Network (LSM) 
Capt J. Carrpbell. 
Review (LSM) 
C::1pt J. Carrpbell. 
Review (LSM) 
C3pt J. Ca.T{)bell. 
Readiness Review 
Capt J. Campbell. 
Evaluation (LSM) 
Lt Col G. Delaney. 
(I.SM) 









Lt Col c. ·ralbott. F-15 IMV Reliability 
Characteristics (LSM) 
C3pt D. Hull. Logistics Support Analysis 
TLSM) 
C~pt R. 0. Mabe. Audit of Camp Procedures 
( :.SM) 
10 
Jan 86- 35 
Jan 86- 36 
Jan 86- 37 
Jan 86- 38 
Jan 86- 39 
Jan 86-40 
Jan 86-41 
J an 86-42 
Jan 86-43 
Jan 86-44 




J an 86-49 
Jan 86-50 
Jan 36-51 
Jan 86- 52 























ARINC, I nc. 
AFSC/SDXP 
11 
Prof !l . M. Pryor. 
in •~PFF (LSP) 




Dr. J. F. Gill. Pricing and ~arranty 
Costs (LSP) 
Dr . J. F. Gill . Truth in Negotiation. 
(LSP) 
Dr. J. F. Gill. Anti Defense Act 
Violations (ISP} 
Dr. M. Wiviott. Data Rights (LSP) 
Lt Col D. E. Witt. Workshop (LSP) 
Capt H. R. Conner. Contract Research 
(LSP) 
Maj J. Stibravy. Establish Research 
Center (LSH) 
Capt R. Davis. Software ~uality 
Assurance (LSY) 
Capt R. Davis. 
(LS'l) 
Prof A. Munguia. 
(LSY) 
Pro£ S. EP:ttein. 
Training LSY) 
Software Juality Assuranc~ 
Tech Orders and ILS 
Data Management: 
Lt Col 'r. Bowman. DellX) ·raam Review ( IS Y ) 
Lt Col T. Bowman. Applications of C/SCSC 
(LSY ) 
Prof A. Munguia . On-Site Preparation of 
T .O. (LSY) 
Prof D. Ferens. Software fvorkshop (LSY ) 
Capt R. Andrews . Integrated Logistics 
Support Plan (LSY) 

















Feb 86- 69 
Feb 86- 70 


























ProE w. Dean. ECP Proc~ssing (LSY) 
Dr. A.. D'Angelo. Grarrm-Rudman CL.SY) 
Prof S. Epstein. Corrputer Software 
Documentation (LSY) 
Capt R. Davis. ADA Training for G~rrnan 
Officers (LSY) 
:Vl~j D. Liepold. Applications of G7A 
Rates ( LS1J) 
Maj D. Liepold. Review of Proposals 
(LSQ) 
Capt G. Elliott. Sewer Pipe Size (DEM) 
Capt s. Santos. Vapor Barrier Specs 
(DET) 
Prof D. Osgood. 0MB A-76 Requirements 
(OEM) 
Capt R. Hanel. Data Entry Operations 
(DEM) 
Dr. P. Kokoropoulos. Training Evaluation 
(DEM) 
M3.j s. Tom. Energy S:wing Devices 
c r:>er) 
Maj s. Tom. HVAC Irrprovements (DET) 
Capt J . Morrill. Surface Runoff Design 
(DEM) 
Capt J. Morrill . Chemical Stabilization 
(DEM) 
Maj s. Tom. Specifications for DOC (DET) 
Capt D. Dickson. Auto Reset and rHxture 
Control (DET) 
Maj s. Torn. Pneumatic Prograrnni ng 
Instructions (DET) 
Maj S. Tom. Energy Savings (OET) 
12 
Feb 86-73 BCE 
WPAFB 
Feo 86- 74 HQ AF!£/ 
DE~ 
Feb 86-75 BCE/ 
WPAFB 
Feb 86-76 Whiteman 
AFB 
Feb 86-77 Griffis AFB 
Feb 86-78 2750ABW 
Feb 86- 79 ASD/DE 
Feb 86-80 ASD/DE:.P 
Feb !36-81 AFLC/LOC 
Feb B6-82 AFAA/REP 
Feb 86- 83 Lockheed-
Marietta 
Peb 86-84 !!:Ire ry [J n i V 
Feb 86-85 AFAA 
Feb 86-86 l:iQ AFLC 
Feb 86-87 3 4 3 0 'l"l'G 
Feb 86-88 ASD/AFD 
Feb 86-89 BMO/CC 
Feb 86-90 ASD/PMD 
Feb 8b-91 Hill AFB 
Feb 36-92 IBM 
Capt r,1. Kaminskas . Cuthodic Protection 
Test Stations (!)ET) 
Capt J. Morrill. P3.vemcnt ~ rnst D12si-::3n 
(DEMI 
MaJ S . Tom. Troubleshoot DOC Control 
(DET) 
~r. P. Kokoropoulos. Hazardous Waste 
Id~ntification (DEM) 
MaJ T. Beally. Standard 3pccs on 
Computer (DEM) 
Prof D. Osgood. A-8 Li~bil1ty (DEM) 
Lt G. Simpson. WIMS Ori·:mtation (DEN) 
1'1.:ij 'r. Beally. WIMS Be,:tdo.m (DE~1) 
Capt M. Budde. Var-iance 6-nalysis ( LSl1) 
capt D. Hull. AFLC Data systems (L3,•t) 
Prof E. Spitzer. R&M/RCM (LSYI) 
Lt Col R . Clarke. Cargo flub Conc<?pt ( LS 1) 
Capt R. Mabe. 
Kt.>quirements 
Coaputation of WR.SK 
(ISM) 
Capt R. Mabe. 
{LSM) 
AF ~Jide Log C3 Concept 
Capt J. Campbell. Curr iculwn for Sp:1c1.' ups 
Car0,~r Field ( LSM) 
r pt J • Carrpbell. 
) 
Lt Col G. Delaney. 
Group (LSM) 
Lt C~l R.R. Ellis. 
Insp:=ction (LSP) 
Prof H. M. Prtor. 
Sharing (ISP 
C-117 Rea.:1iness Rev ic-.. 
Procurcaent Efficien~y 3tu:iy 
Preparat ion for IG 
Value Engine~rin3 
Prof LI. M. Pryor . VECP Btfoct1v2ly (L;:,l:'J 
13 
Fe b 86-')j 






l"~b dG-1 IU 
Feb d6-l u1 
Feb d6-102 
Feb 86-103 
Fe b 36-1 04 
F'eb 86-105 



























Feb 86-1 11 SOIO 
Feb 96-1 I~ l\1:WAL/F IGL 
Prof B. ,1. Pr~or. VE '!'raining (LSP) 
~'roE H. M. Prl'.or. Coll~ternl 0haring 
>roi B. 11. 1:>rior. FPIF Sharing (LSP) 
Dr. T,J. \~iviott. Legal Advice (LSP) 
Ur . J. F. Gill. Liquidated Damages 
Review of FAR (LSP) 
Dr. J . F. Gill. Elements on Liquidated 
Daim.ges (ISP) 
(LSP) 
Prof D. Goetz. Goverrurent Property (LSP) 
Capt u. Conner . Acquisition and Contracting 
(WP) 
Prof R. W0lls. Charging of Contractors 
Acquired Property (LSP) 
Prof R. Wells. Planning NCMA Symposium 
(LSP) 
Maj P. K. Lawlis. PJJA Research Projects 
(ENC) 
Dr . D. w. ,2uinn. Mathematical Modeling 
( ,31'.JC) 
Lt Col R.R. Gross and Maj P. K. Lawlis . 
Software Education (ENC) 
Lt Col 'f. Lanier. Reliability (EISIC) 
D!" . ,J. Jones. !3oundary Value Probl1?11ts (ENC) 
Capt T. G. L. Tong. Statistical 
Consultation (ENC) 
or. P. Maybeck, Capt S. Rogers , M3j w. 
worsley , and Maj J. Mills . Phased Array 
'l'elcscopes (ENG, ENP) 
Capt D. King. Signal Processing (ENG ) 
Lt Col w. Seward. Parallel and Distr ibuted 
Processing (ENG) 
Dr. c. H. Houpis. Fighter Reconfiguration 
St:udy (ENG) 
14 
Feb 86-113 ASD/HWD 
Feb 86-114 AFWAf.../ 
AAA.J-4 
Feb 86-11 5 Fl'D 
Feb 86-116 USN 
Feb 86-117 AFRPL 
Feb 86-11 8 McDonnell-
Douglas 
Feb 86-119 AFWAf.../ 
FIBG 
Feb 86-120 NA.SP 
Office 
Mar 06-121 AD/ENP 
Mar 86-122 NSF 
Mar 86- 123 AFOSR 
Mar 86-124 AFOSR 
Mar 86-125 AFML 
Mar 86-126 Stroudsburg 
State 
College 
M:ir 86-127 TRw/NH.L 
Mar 86-128 A"IT Bell 
Labs 
Mar d6-129 F'TD/l'QC 
Mar 86-1 30 FTD 
r-1:lj l>. s . Woffinden. 
(ENG) 
Capt G. E. Prescott. Vulnerability of 
Corrmunication System.5 (E~) 
Dr . D. G. Hopper. Optical Information 
Processing (ENG) 
Dr . C. J . Bridgman. Nuclear Eftects (t:NP) 
Dr. M. L. Williams. Researcn I>rojects 
(ENY) 
Capt R. L. Hinrichsen. 8attle Da-nage 
Repair of Corrposites (ENY) 
Dr. M. E. Franke. Active Control ot 
BounJary Layers (ENY) 
:'-laj ~'l. Hodge. Proposal Evaluation 
(ENY) 
Dr. 6-. H. Moore. Mean rLi~ to Failure 
(ENC) 
Dr . H. N. Nagarsenker. Proposal Evalu3tion 
(BNC) 
Dr. B. N. Nagarsenker. Proposal 
Evaluation (ENC) 
Llr. A.H. Moore. Evalu.:.1tc Researc'1 Propos:ll 
(!::NC) 
Maj J?. K. La\...ilis. Evaluat1.on of S0ftwar1:-~ 
Vali-lation (ENC) 
Ma.j >. K. La,11is. AD.'\ Ccrrpilers (ENC) 
Dr . ·r. C. Hartrum. Evalu:1te VLSI Chif:>S 
(EN::;) 
Capt J. W. Howatt. Softwal'.'e Complexity 
Measures (EN3) 
Capt G. E. Pl'.'escott. Signal Prcx::essing 
(ENG) 





Mar 86-132 ASD/F-15 
SPO 
Mar c36-l.)3 M'Hl<L 
l\,ar ob-1 ,4 1842 i::8C 
Scott AF 
M:1.r 86-1 '5 l\FllL 
M.:1.r a6-l .)& U3A 
Mar 86-1 n AFWAL/MRI 
Mar 86-1 Sd AfllL 
~ar 86-139 Xavier 
Univ 
Mar 36-140 Af'r'l\C/ l'NI' 
Mar 86-141 Argonne 
Nat'l Labs 
"'lar 66-142 MC:D cm 
M~r 86-143 N!~5A 
Langley 
Mar 86-144 A.SO/AEEE 
~l:1 r 86-14 S AFFDL 
·~:.r 86-14G H:.} AFI.C 
Mc1r 86-147 AFFDL 
Mar 86-14B Space 
Corrm:rnd 
Lt Col D. J. Biezad. Alph-3. Jet Handling 
Qualities (ENG) 
Lt Col D. J. Biezad. Control Law 
8valuation (ZNG) 
Capt B. v. Hebert. Knowledge Based i\l 
Systems (ENG) 
Lt R. J. Jost. Electronics Support 
i.ENG) 
Lt R. J. Jost. Lightning and GMP 
-(ENG) 
~1aj l\. 8. Garcia and Maj D. S. Woffinden. 
'l.'ask Analysis (ENG) 
Maj J.P. Mills. Optical Imaging 
\cNP) 
Or. R. Hengehold , Dr . W. Roh and 
Dr. r. Luke. Hi;n Energy Laser 
Hesearch (8NP) 
!1aj J. P. Mills. Holography (ENP) 
Lt Col R. F. Tuttle. Long-Range Detection 
of Debris (ENP) 
Capt M. J. Sabochick. Research Project 
{ENP) 
')r. G. John. Radiological Hazards 
Comnittce (ENP) 
Dr. l\ . M. Halim. Numerical Aerodynamics 
(£NY) 
Dr. M. E. Franke. Fluids in Anti-G Values 
(ELIJY) 
Dr. ,'1. E. FranKe. IR&O Review at 
Lock.heed ( ENY) 
r1aj 'l' . D. Hinnerichs and Capt R. L. 
Hinrichsen. Corrposite Structures (ENY) 
Dr. M. B. Franke. Proposal Evaluation 
(ENY) 
Lt Col J. W. Widhalm. Satellite Defense 
Maneuvers (E~I') 
16 










Mar 86-152 BCE 
March AFB 
Mar 86-153 USA-FESA 
Mar 86-154 BCE 
Gocx:3fellCM 
Mar 86-155 BCE 
Keesler 
Mar 86-156 BCE AFEREG 
Mar 86-157 HQ SAC 
Mar 86-158 BCE 
WPAFB 
Mar 36-159 BCE 
Falcon 
AFS 
Mar 86-160 BCE 
Hurlburt 
Mar 86-161 wSU 
Mar 86-162 BCE 
Sheppard 
Mar 86-163 Space 
Coomand 
Mar do-164 BCE 
Haku AFB 
Mar 86-165 HQ USAFE 
Nar 86-166 BQ AFESC 
,>iar 86-1 b 7 ASD 
Dr . M. L. Williams. •r11erno-Plastic 
Co1Tpos i tes ( EN'f ) 
Capt D. Dickson. 
(DE'f} 
Capt D. Dickson. 
Dynamic Lassers 
Advice on Adaptors 
Return Ducts and 
(DET) 
Capt T. Fenter and Maj M. Kaminska. 
Regulators for Airfield Li]hts (DE'1') 
~aj M. Kaminska. CP Interference (DEr) 
Maj M. Kaminska. Accuracy of Sanple 
Tests (DET 
Maj S. Tom. HVAC M3ster Plan (UCT) 
Maj 3. Tom. Control Systen5 Design 13CE (D~t} 
Capt D. Dickson. Mixed Air Setpoint 
Capt J . Morrill. Cost estimat e for 
Cold Milling (DEM) 
(DEf) 
Maj :-.t. Kaminskas. Bacteria Count. in 
Chilled Water Systems (DE'I') 
:'1aj ~aminskas. Corrparison of OH ar.J 
UG Distrif:iution (DEr) 
Capt D. Dickson. Computer Hoom 
Environment (DEI') 
Maj M. Kaminskas. 
Potable Hot Water 
CO2 Injection in 
(DET) 
Capt L. Morris. Groundin:3 (DE'l') 
Capt J. Hume. Paint Soop Contr.:1ct 
(DET) 
Capt J. Hum:. ProLectivc Coatings (D~r) 
~taj ,,1 . Kaminskas. Revi-2w of l\FI{ (DE'r) 
Ccipt J. Morr ill. Cclwnn Lr• s i yn (,.k .. , ) 
17 
Ur {~u-1 J cJL.JC/CC 
MJr u6-1 l,~ H~ ,\FLC 
Mar bb-1 70 
:'lar 36-171 Hv DIA 
M,-u 6G-1 ;2 Lockheed 
Corp 
:,ia.r ,>i>-1 1:, SOIO 
M,1r do-l / 11. BMO/LN 
Mar 86-17 5 ~u::.1.ce 
Comnand 
"1ar ob-1 70 ll3M 
,,tar d6- I 17 RCA 
.·lar tfo -1 7 d 
.1ar- 86-1 jQ ASu/1· -16 
SPO 
t-Lr d6-1 n 1 Af'LC/N.J::. 
t"la r d6-1132 USA 
M3.r 36-lbJ LlSN 
Mar 86-1 d4 A~'M 
M.::.r oo-Hi:5 Af'COL.L{ 
Mar 80-l8b ~ortnrop 
Md bb-1 87 L.SU 
,·1a r 36-1 dd i\i:'A.LJ2/EtIBC 
L,t ...:'ol J. Lim.1s0y a nu Ma J J. ?, . u::illcirc) . 
!-,1v1 J ysis of R.:?S')'.lr:::h f:lrojct:t ( LS3 ) 
~apt t•l. Bu:1Je. 1-JS:'-11S '!'mining (LSM) 
Capt J • Cnmpbe ll. C-17 P r-oduction Readiness 
tlev iew ( LS,·1) 
Capt R. ~Jabe. Provisioning Tools (LSM) 
Lt Col B. Christensen. Bolding Costs 
-(LSM ) 
Lt Col R. Peschk-e. Proposal Evaluation 
(LS,·1 ) 
L,t \..'.ol G. Delancy. AFSC Procurcn~nt 
l:f(ici,rmcy Study (LSM) 
l'rof t-l. I\. Pryor. VECP (ISP) 
Prot fl . M. Pr-yor . VECP Definition (L.St:' ) 
Pro[ H. M. Pryor. CPAF VECP (LSP) 
!·1aj c. Farr. Lantern Program (L3P) 
r.1::i j C. Fdfr. ' l?.Oufactunng Programs (ISP) 
~apt H. Conner. Support Equip-rent Schedule 
(L3P) 
Capt B. c. Cox. Collateral Savings on VE 
(LSP) 
t>rot J. S. Jines. Contractor Qualifications 
(LSP ) 
,>rof a. ~..,ells. Contracting Off i cer Tests 
(L.SP) 
~rot P. H. Stein. 13ase Lev~l Pricin9 
(L.SQ) 
Aaj J. Liepola. Cost Analysis (LSQ) 
Lt Col J . R. Long. Logistics Design 
Require:rents (LSQ) 
2rof R. Kankey. Learning Curves (LSG) 
)roE D. I··erens. Review of SOW (LSY) 
19 
18 
Mar 86-189 Martin 
Marietta 
Mar 86-190 AFCMB/AYB 
Mar d6-191 AFSC/SDXP 
Mar 86-1 92 AD/iMGP 
Mar 86-193 UTC 
Mar 86-1 94 AFPRO-
Long Beach 
Mar 86-195 SDIO 
rJJar 86-196 HQ l\FU:./ 
CASC 
M9r 86-197 EDCARS 
MCClelhn 
.vtar a6-1 98 AFIG 
;,1a r d6-199 OSN 
NWSC 
Mar 86-200 ASD/ACCM 
Apr 86-201 A.SD/B1-d 
Apr 86-201 Nellis 
AFB 
Apr 86- 203 ASD 
Apr dG-204 ASD 
Apr S6-205 HQ AFLC/ 
MM3RP 
Apr SG-206 HQ AFSC 
/\pr 86-207 8MD 
Prof D. Ferens. IR&D Efforts for 
S0ft11are (LSY) 
Prof w. Dean. Contractor Operations Revic-,.,, 
(LSY) 
Prof W. Dean. Revision of AFSCP <300-7 
(LSY) 
naj A. Presutti. Reprog raming Budget 
(LSY) 
l'laj A. Pressuti . Perfornunce Measure.rient ( LSf) 
Maj l\. Presutti. Contractor Ovc.•rhe3d Rat •s 
(LS'f) 
(;apt 'l'. Triscari. aevisco sow (IBY) 
Prof S. E.pstein. Dis;:Jitized En-3r. Drawi.nys 
(ISY) 
Prof s. Epstein. Data ~1~m:i-:1errent 
1'r,::iining (LSY) 
Prof s. Epstein. Data H~n"l;iem2nt (L,f) 
Profs. Epstein. ~utanated Data 
i1anagcment (LSY) 
Lt Col 'l'. Bow.non. Cost & S..::11.x.lule 
Variance (LSx') 
Dr. E. Stohrer. Report h'riting (Wll) 
Capt D. tiull. Govern.roont Furn isll1~c 
E~ui~ent (LSH) 
Prof E. Spitzer. HC!t--C-17 Loy (LS,!) 
~1aj ,J . Kutzke. Measure11ent for t{-..;M 
Analysis (ISM) 
Prof E. Spitzer and MaJ J . Kucu.e. 
Coordinate on Regulation (LSM) 
Lt Col G. Delaney. 
Efficiency in AFSC 
P rocu rei.nen t 
(LS.4) 
Lt Col G. Delaney. Procun'1110nt 
Efficiency Study (LSM) 
20 
19 
Ap-::- d6-2U8 l\N :iEt< 
Curp 
Apr o6-2U9 Sp:'lce 
Ojv1sion 
Lt Col~. Delaney. Constrained Facet 
Analysis (L":iM) 
!'.~L. SmiLn. Property Dania~e 
l,iabtlity (LSM) 









































Capt 8. Cox. VE Compclition (LSP) 
Prof R. vlclls. Contract lrreguldrities 
(LSP) 
Prof R. ;vells. Contracting Ofiiccrs 
'J.'est (ISP) 
Prof R. Wells . Cost of Negative Pre-
i\wards (LSP) 
Prof H. Pryor. VECP Savings (LSP) 
L~rof lJ. Pctor. Future Sharing (L.SP) 
Prof I-J. Pryor. VECP Definitions (ISP) 
LJr. ~I. Wiviott. ·rrade Secret Protections 
(LSP) 
Dr . M. Wiviott. Protest on Bio Bond (LSP) 
Dr. M. wiviott. Walsh-Heally Act (ISP) 
Dr. M. Wiviott. Contract Dispute (LSP) 
Prof D. Goetz. Liability for Damage 
CL.SP) 
Prof D. Goetz. GP Offerings and 
Equivalency (ISP) 
Maj c. Farr. Planning for Ml'1/PCR (LSP) 
Prof P. Stein. Cost Evaluation (ISP) 
Prof R. Murphy. Method of Least Distance 
(IS·~) 
Prof J. Robbins an1 Prof R. Kankey. 
2ost EstilTlating (ISQ) 
21 
20 
Apr 86- 228 Space 
Div 
Apr 86-229 AFSC/IG 
Apr 86- 230 HQ USAF/ 
IG 
Apr 86-231 AMD/XR 
Apr 86- 232 AMO/CR 
Apr 86-233 OASD 
Apr 86- 234 Eaton 
Corp 
Apr d6-235 DCASPRO 
Dallas 
Apr 86-236 DCASt'1A 
Boston 
Apr 86-237 AFWAL 
FIGD 
Apr 86- 233 AFAL 
Apr 86- 239 USAF/ 
SAB 
Apr 86- 240 RADC 
Apr 86-241 AFOSR 
Apr ti6-242 AF'wAL 
Apr 86- 243 AFwAL/ 
MOE 
l\pr 86-244 AFF'DL 
Apr 06- 245 osu 
Apr 86- 246 NASA 
Edwards 
21 
Prof D. Ferens. Software Oocurrent.ation 
( Lt;Y) 
Prof S. E2stein. Data Mana.qerr.ent (L.Si) 
Prof S. EJ2Stein. Data .landgcm~nt (!...SY) 
Maj N. Hitzelberger. Acquisition Plannins 
(LSY) 
Maj w. Hitzelberger . Contract ~trategy 
(LSY) 
Lt Col •r. BoWman . Objectives of C/SC&.:: 
(LSY) 
Lt Col 1.'. Bo.-mian . C/SCSC Surveillance 
(LSY) 
Lt Col A. Presutti. Reprogra.-rm.ing 
"lechani(:s (LSY) 
Lt Col A. Presutti. Reporting 
Responsibilities (LSY) 
Prof K. A. Adams. Heads-u~ Display 
(ENC) 
Prof J. Jones. Antenna R0searcn Problems 
·(:::NC) 
Maj S. Cross. hl ·rechnology (ENG) 
Dr. D. G. Hopper. Intc9rated Photonics (E>JG) 
Dr. 0. G. Hop~r. Optics and Pattern 
Recognition ~NG) 
Dr. ') . G. Hopper. Spatial Lig11t MoJulat.ors 
(ENG) 
Capt~- Linderman. Validation for VdDL 
{EN:;) 
Lt Col D. Biezad. Project _;RATE (J::N~) 
Lt Col D. Biezad. Cost for Control 
Laboratory (ENG) 
Lt Col D. Biezad . Sumn,..::r Fellv,.Ship 
(Erl:,) 
22 
l\c>r du-247 Af'1 v.L 
Apr 86- 24d AFv'Jl\L/00 
Apr 86-.1'.~9 E'l'D/TQI'D 
Apr 86-2 50 l\FJRL 
Apr 86-251 U.:,t;;i 
At'r o6- LJ2 Al:'111L 
Apr !lu-23J J:\f',1 (Lj.11S 




Apr 36-256 Rockwell 
!\pr 86-257 BCE 
WPAFB 
Apr 86- 258 ace 
Holloman 
l\pr aG-259 SARPl."1A 
Apr d6-2GO USA/COE 
Apr 86-261 BCE/ 
Keesler 
1\pr iJ6- 262 SARPMA/ 
San Antonio 
Apr 86-263 USA/ 
Ft Belvoi r 
Apr 86- 264 OCE/ 
England 
Apr 86-265 ASD/DE 
t-1<1 j J. Lupo. P 13.sllld Research ( ENP) 
Dr. W. F'. Bailey. Electro-Magnetic Pulse 
Calculations (ENP) 
Capt i'l . J . Sabocnick. Classified l'opic 
(ENP) 
Naj w. F. Rowe ll. 
Support Analysis 
Expert System f or 
(ENS) 
L•r. C. Spenny. ·•lanikin Oevelopnent (.C:,.JY) 
Dr . f\. M. Halim. GaAs Growth (ENY) 
Dr. M. L. Willinm.s. Composite Mntc rials (Et,. 
Dr. P. J . Torvik. Joint Progrdilt tkview 
(ENY) 
Dr. l'-1. E. Franke. Review Test 
r'ac : lities (EHY) 
Dr. M. E. Franke . IR&D Site Review (ENY) 
Lt G. Simpson. CMS waiver for Fire Chief 
(DEM) 
naj ;,t . Kaminskas . 13X :::able (DE'l') 
Capt G. Transrneier . Chiller Replacement 
(OET) 
Maj .:i. 'l'om. Control System Design 
(DEI') 
capt R. M. Dickson. AMCA Standards 
(DET) 
Capt G. Transm:?ier . HVAC Up-<;rdde 
(DET) 
11.:l j M. Kaminskas. Boiler Suspended 
Solids (DET ) 
Capt D. Dickson. Dynamic Lasers for 
for Fittings (DET) 




l\pr 86-266 NAVFAC/ 
ere 
May 86-267 BCE/ 
WPAFB 
May 86-268 Hi;) MAC/ 
DEEC 
May 86-269 TrG/ 
Sheppard 
May 86-270 BCE/ 
Scott 
May 86-271 CES/ 
England 
May 86-272 BCE/ 
Buckky AL~ 
May 86-273 BCE/ 
Hurlburt 
May 36-274 BCE/ 
Hanscc:xn 
May 86-275 BCE/ 
Bergstrom 
May 86-276 BCE/ 
McConnel 
May 86-277 OSO 
May 86-278 ASD/ 
YYEH 
May 86-279 Lockheed 
Georgia 
May 86-280 101s ores 
May 86-281 AFWAL/ 
A.'\DE 
May a6-282 Fl'D 
May 86-283 DARPA 
Prof D. Osgood. Contracts (l)EN) 
Capt R. Ha.<rel. BFAtv!S Training (DEM) 
Capt R. Harrel. Computer Data Manipulation 
(DEM) 
Maj T. Beall y. ES IMS Beddo.m (DEM) 
Prof D. Osgood. Service Contracts 
(DE~) 
Capt D. Dickson. Room Pressuriz:1t.1un 
(IJEl') 
Capt N. Kanna. Prime Beef Organizat.10n 
(DEr) 
Maj M. Kaminskas. High Voltage Distri-
bution (Dc'T) 
Capt D. Dickson. Balancin,,J \/AV Systenis 
( DE1') 
Capt G. Transmeier. Air conditton 
Desi9n ( DE'r) 
Maj s . 'l'om. Vapor Barner Insuldtion 
(DET) 
Or. ~. V. Lair. Nu:nerical C01rputation ot 
Antenna Patterns (ENC) 
Dr. A. IL Moore. Acceptance rest Plan 
(ENC) 
Lt Col T. S. Lanier, M.:1.j L. J. Hudson, 
Maj D.R. Kitchen and Capt S. C. Kramer. 
Design of R&M Systems (ENC, ENY , Et-J.:;) 
Dr. A. Li. Moore. Confidence Limits for 
l{cli wility of systems (ENC) 
Lt Col K. R. Gross . Review 01 Require-
ments Document (ENC) 
Dr. O. Hopper. Optical &ystems (ENG) 
Maj :3. Cross. AI Program ,<ev1.2w (l:Nu) 
24 
23 
MJy 86-LU4 1'\SD/8-1 
May d6-2'·6 USA/ 
'I'RADIJC 
May b6-2d6 MMRL/CC 
~l3y 36-2d7 ASJ/GLCM 
May 86-L :l)j AF,~Af.,/ 
.OADE! 
May dG-2o9 11.rVl1U,/ 
MRI 
May d6-290 l\Su/YRPC 
May d6-21J1 AF,w'\L/m 
May 86-292 rl'3d Cen/ 
SG!1ln' 
Mat d6-2J3 AfTJ.'AC/ 
'rNl' 
May 86-294 UESC 
~lay 86-2~5 AF'ri/.\L/MS 
M.3./ 86-2% OOD 
May 86-2';17 Sinclair 
May 8G-2Jti Af'LC/ 
HMERP 
May 86-2~~ ASu/C-17 
,'1ay 86-300 /\.SD/F-16 
May 35-301 
'l.ay 86-302 U3A 
~laj s . Cross . Applications of Al (ENG) 
C:ipt N. Uuvis. Space-related Research 
(ENG) 
tlaJ E. Kolesar. Medical Research (ENG) 
Maj E. Kolesar. Reliability of Integrated 
Circuits (ENG) 
Capt B. George. Technical Evaluation Team 
(ENG) 
Maj J. P. Mills. Multi-Operative 
Imaging (ENP) 
naj J.P. Mills . Evaluate Contractors 
l•erfonnance (ENP) 
ur. w. r'. Bailey, Lt Col L. McKee and 
Capt M. J. Sabochick. Laser Induced 
f.:r,1P (BNP) 
Dr. G. John. Radiation from 10 ~'\EV 
i\ccelerator for Cancer Therapy (ENP) 
Lt Col R. P. Tutle. ORIGEN Codes (ENP) 
Maj w. E'. Rowell. Expert Systems (ENS) 
Dr . A. A. M. Halim. Crystal Growth (ENY) 
Ur . ;,t. L. vVilliams. Corrposite Materials 
(ENY) 
Prof J . Meadows. Data Processing (LS) 
Maj J. Kutzke . Review of Regulation 
(LSM) 
Maj J. Kutzke . Develop RCM Plan (LSM) 
Dr . S. Stebleton. NW Operation (LSM) 
Capt D. Bull. Depot Maintenance (LSM) 
Prof E. Spitzer. RCM Education (LSM) 





May 86-304 Al•'WAL 
May 86-305 AFAA. 
May 86- 305 AFLC/MMMR 
May 86-307 AFLC/DS'r 
May 86-308 ALC/M!1T 
May 86-309 W3U 
May 86- 310 NASA-Arms 
May 86-311 CIA 
May 86-312 AFPRO-
Boeing 
May 8~-313 ASD 
May 86- 314 ASD 
May 86- 315 AFAA 
l'1ay 86- 316 OCAS/ITr 
May 86- 317 DCASPRO/ 
Martin 
May 36- 318 TAFIG 
Langley 
May 86- 319 ~AL/ 
FL\ffi 
May 86-320 DESC 
May 86- 321 AFAA 
Lt C:>l H. Pcschke , Maj P. Mill,-r <lll'l 
M,, j ,J. Ballard. Mircrochip Process 
Control (LSM) 
Maj ~. Mabe. Program to Audit CE 
WRSK (LSM) 
Maj R. Mabe. Progress Rep:>rt r{eview 
(LSM) 
Lt Col R. Clarke. cargo Movement Study 
(LSM) 
Lt Col G. Delaney. Spec R~quirements 
(LSM) 
Dr. J. ~ill dnd Dr. J. ~arrett. 
Technology Transfer from F~Jeral 
JABS (LSP) 
Maj L. D. Smith. C/SCSC Appllcabihty 
(.(SP) 
Capt H. Conner . Negotiation Issues 
(LSP) 
Capt H. Conner . Negotiation Issues 
(LSP) 
C~pt B. Cox. Value Engineering (LSP) 
Prof R. Wells. Advance Procurement 
Funding ( LSP ) 
Prof P. Stein. Audits (LSJ) 
Maj D. Liepold. IR&D Costs (ISQ) 
~1aj D. Liepold. CA5 403 ([SQ) 
Capt w. Motlong. Basi~ Oroering 
Agreement (lS;.2) 
Lt Col J. Long. Boost-Glide Program 
~lanageroent (LSJ) 
Maj J. Ballard. Quality Facilit:at1on at 
DESC (LSY) 




i,3y a5-.:22 AFSC/SDXP 
'·l~y d6-J2.3 JSTAR..S 
May 86-S.2.4 ASD/Af'X 
May 86-325 ,\bD/KWJ 
May 86-326 A:10/CR 
:1ay db-327 Ai:~C/PKK 
'by i:36-328 AFSC/SDXP 
"lay 86-329 AF/Ll:."Y 
M.1y Bo-330 AFPRO-
Lockheed 
May 85-331 l:lon~ywe 11 
Inc 
11.iay 86-332. DCM 
Pittsfield 
,Jun 96-3J3 BCE/Offutt 
Jun 36-334 J3CE:/ 
England 
Jun 86-335 BCE/ 
Hill 
Jun %-336 HQ AFI.C./ 
Df.i-1 
Jun 86-J37 BCE/ 
F<1irchild 
Jun 86-330 BCE/ 
Loring 
Jun .:lo-339 .3CE/ 
Blythville 
Prof w. D~an. Configuration Mana~ement 
aev1..:iw (LS'l) 
Lt Col J. Dumond . Test an:3 Evaluation 
(L5Y) 
Maj w. Hitzelberger. Acquisition Base-Lining 
-(LdY) 
Maj W. Hitzelberger. Source Selection 
Strategy (LSY) 
Naj w. Hitzelberger. SOW (I.SY) 
Lt Col T. Bowman. Engineering Data Case 
App?al (LSY) 
Lt Col T. Bowman. Revision of Regulation 
(LSY) 
Lt Col T. Bowman. Engr. Data Require-
ment (LSY) 
Lt Col A. Presutti. CPR Without 
Criteria Surveillance (LSY) 
Lt Col A. Presutti. Review of System 
Oescription (LSY) 
J,t Col A. Presutti. Overhead Charges 
(LSY) 
Capt G. Transmeier. dVl>C Control 
delection (DE'r) 
Capt G. Transmeier. Air Conditioner 
Design (DET) 
Capt G. Transmeier. Multizone Probleins 
(OE'r > 
Maj ivt. K. Kaminskas . Power Conditioning 
Equipment (D~r) 
r1aj M. K. Karninskas and Capt Morris. 
Tank Cathodic Protection (OEr) 
Capt G. Transneier. VAV System Design 
(DEr) 
,.:apt D. Dickson. VAV System (DE'r) 
27 
26 
Jun 96-340 BCE/ 
WPAFB 
Jun 86-341 BCE/ 
Chanute 
June 86-342 AFFDL 
Jun 36-343 A.FCC 
Jun 86-344 AFvlAL 
Jun 86-345 FTO 
Jun 86-346 DARPA 
Jun 86-347 USA/ 
Ft Gordon 
Jun 86-348 AFOSR/NE 
Jun 86-349 Med Cen 
Jun 86-350 Sandia 
Lab 
Jun :35-351 Los Alamos 
Labs 
Jun 86-352 AFWAL/ 
AA'IM 
Jun 86-353 AFOfEC/ 
0/\SC 
Jun 86-354 NDU 
Jun 86-355 i..lSN/N~ 
Jun J6-356 AFFDL 
Jun 86-357 Mir 
Lincoln 
Lab 
Capt I:{. Hairel. SINS rrninin,:1 (DE-1) 
Prof D. Osgood. M'lndatory Fed Sup 
SchEdules (DEM) 
Ur . J. Jones. MultLd1mcnsional Systems 
Theory (ENC) 
Maj D. V. Ibner. Fiber Optics (Et.Ki} 
Dr. u. G. Hopper. Optical Systems (~~~) 
Dr. D. G. Hopper, Opticul Processin~ 
(ENG) 
L>r. D. G. Hopper. Propvsal Review 
(ENG) 
Maj D. s. Woffinden. Conmand Systems 
(Eli3) 
Dr. ) . G. Hopper. Oversignt Comnittec 
'1embcr (EN:.;) 
Dr • .; . John. Radiologic \l Hazards (ENP) 
Lt Col L. McKee and Dr.~. F. Bailey. 
ChargL'<l Particle Beams ( ENP) 
Dr. .-J. F. Bailey. Negative Ion 
Sources (ENP) 
Dr . W. B. Roh. Optical Count~r-
measures (ENP) 
Maj J. R. Litko. MILSTAH System (!::NS) 
Maj J . R. Valusek. Decision Aids ~-Jon<ing 
Group (EN3) 
Or. P. J. Torvik. Laser Effects on 
Optical Conponents (E~~) 
Dr . P. J . Torvik. ~truct.ures l:{ese..ircli 
(EN'.I') 
Maj J . K. Hodge. Acrothermal Research 
(ENYl 
27 
Jun 86-358 AF Museum 
Jun 86-359 D7\RP 
Jun bo-3o0 t-.11\Sl\ 
Huntsville 
Jun 86-301 AFFDL 
,JUii ~IJ- ; 1,2 l\u/C \D:U;; 
Jun ~o-3oJ H':./ ,\!:'LC 
Jun 86-364 AFwAL 
Jun 8o-3JS Af'LC/ 
'11'11!:RP 
Jun tso-Jv6 !\.\J/'LQ 
.Jun 8S-36 7 USA 
Jun u6-Joo DLA 
Jun ~5-369 DLSC 
Jun 06-370 MIIBE 
Jun 86-J71 Hughes A/C 
Jun a6-.372 Af3D/'iYP 
Jun 86-J73 APLC/ACME 
Jun %-J74 5/\-AJ.J::. 
Jun 86- 375 Dl::SC/ 
Jun 86-376 AF'tJAL/AADR 
Maj J. K. Hodge. Boost Glide Vehicle 
(ENY) 
Maj .J . K. Hodge. Source Selection for NASP 
(ENY) 
l>r. M. E. f'ranke. Future Space 
i'rogram (ENY) 
Ur. 'ti. E. Elrod. lnstallation of Fan 
i3lad'2S ( t:l-.JY) 
~kij u. Dra~ich. Logistics In ,,ar-3.:unes 
(L; ,1) 
:l:lJ P. »Ii 11-•r nd Lt Col R. P0:;;ch,:;~. 
Decision Support Systern (I.SM) 
,taj P. Miller ::md Lt Col Peschke. 
,,1icrochip Fabrication (LS~) 
,1.Jj J. Kutzke. .~equlation Review 
(L.5M) 
wt col R. Pescnke. Air Base 
Survivability (I...5!'-1) 
Prof J. Jines. Small Business 
Contractor (LSP) 
:Jr. M. \Jiviott. Oil Purchase (LSP) 
Prof V. Rehg. Juality Control (L.5Q) 
Prof V. Rehg. Reliability (LS~) 
Prof V. Hehg. Quality Improvement 
(WQ) 
Prof J. Robbins. Cost Improvement 
Curve (LSQ) 
Prof J. Robbins. Learning Curve l\nalysis 
(LS·J) 
Prof V. Regh. Implement Reliability 
Program (l.5'~) 
Maj J. Ballard. Organizational CV 
(LSR) 




Jun 86-377 Marine 
Corps 
June 86- 378 HQ AFSC/ 
SDSP 
Jun a6-379 AFPRO 
Rockwell 
Jun 86- 380 ASD/R';\Wl 
Jun 86-381 ASD/XRJ 
Jun 86-382 ASD/SI 
Jun 86-383 ASD/ATA'I'C 
Jun 86-384 ESD/PLL.>vi 
Jun 86-385 Marine 
Corps 
Jul 86-386 DESC 
Jul 86-387 DISC/CBM 
Jul 86-388 A.FWAL 
Jul 86-389 AFWAL 
Jul 86-390 3D/CG 
Jul 86-391 AFLC/XRX 
Jul 86-392 AD/YQ 
Jul 86-393 osu 
Jul BS-394 AFAI.£ 
Jul % -395 USN 
Jul db-396 ASD/YZ 
Prof D. McCarty. Fed Finan~ial Mgt 
(I.SY) 
Prof W. Oean. R~view Draft Regul3t1on 
CI.SY l 
Capt R. Davis. Non-deliverable Software 
(ISY) 
Ca,et R. Davis. TEMP Reguirerrents (LSY) 
ca.et R. Davis . D0D-SrD-21o7 U!Ds (L:;Y) 
Prof D. Ferens. Software Develo~nt 
Prof A. Munguia. Validation of '!'Os 
Prof A. Munguia. Contracting for TOs 
{ISY) 
Dr. A. D' Angelo. Federal Financial 
Mana<3ement ( tsY) 
(LS~) 
(LSY) 
ciaj ,J. Ballard. Improve Product Qutlity 
(LSR) 
Dr. R. P. Steel. Qu3lity Irnprovenent 
(LSR) 
Lt Col B. Christensen. Project Evaluat ion 
(LSM) 
M3j ·'. Miller. Wafer Proouction Analysis 
(LSM) 
Lt Col G. Delaney. Procurement Efficiency 
Study (LSM) 
Lt Col J . M. Halliday. Air Base 
Surv ival (LSM) 
Lt Col J .M. Halliday and Lt Col R. Peschk~ . 
Air Base Survivability jurvey (LSM) 
Prof D. Campbell. Learning Styles ( L;j"1) 
Prof A. Rogers. Industry Exc~~nge 
(LS,-1) 
t-1.) j ,J . :<utzke. RCM (LS,·1) 




Jul 86-3Y7 c~o 
Jul 86-3~8 DCASPRO/ 
tlCl\ 
Jul 8b-J~3 OCA!Nl\ 
C~.iar 
Ra[:iids 
Jul 85-400 Jl1ctrtin 
~larictta 
Jul !j6-401 ASO/Af'ES 
Jul o6-4U2 ASD/rA 
Jul ti6-403 l\.:iD 
Jul f$6-404 Af'LC 
.Jul d6-4US UJ1V0.:5N 
.Jul f$6-406 ASD/AEGL 
Jul 86-407 HQ AMC 
Jul [$5-4 )8 DCI\S,1A 
Baltimore 
Jul 86-109 A3u/AEP 
Jul 06-410 .1\.:;0/ 
REGB 
Jul ~b-411 AF~C/30X 
Jul 86-412 ASD/RWJ 
Jul 85-41) Af·~C/PLXC 
Jul 86-414 General 
Electric 
Jul tio-415 03den Af£ 
Jul 86-116 ATC 
Keesler 
Prof H. Pryor. Value Engineering 
Snaring (LSP) 
l:>rof H. Pryor. Definition of VECP 
(LlP) 
Prof H. Pryor. Fixed Price Incentives 
(LSP) 
Prof LJ. Pryor. Contractor Costs 
(L.SP) 
.Prof Ii. f'ryor. Definition of VECP (.LSP) 
~laj M. .E'arr. source Selection Panel 
(ISP) 
Maj M. Farr. rnput to RFP (LSP) 
ur. M. ,-Jiviott. Contract Review (L.SP) 
Prof D. Goetz. Property Management 
(LSP) 
Lt Col R. Ellis. Disposition of VECP 
(L.SP) 
Prof J. Jines. Augmentation Contract (LSP) 
Prof H. wells. Transfer of Government 
Property (LSP) 
Prof J. Robbins. Loading Lotus 1-2-3 
(LS;)) 
Prof R. Kankey. Modular Auto Test 
(LSJ) 
Prof ~oJ. Dean. Revision of AFR (LSY) 
Maj ;>J. Hitzelberger. Source Selection (.LSYl 
capt 'l'. •rriscari. CAD Logistics Support 
{LSY) 
Lt Col A. Pressutti. Syste~ Revisions 
(LSY) 
Prof D. Ferens. Cost Models. (L.SY) 




Jul 86-417 ASD/SZ 
Jul 86-418 USN-NWSC 
Jul 86-419 ASD/NflZ 
Jul 86-420 DOT 
Jul 86-421 AFFDL 
Jul 86-422 AFWAL/FIGL 
Jul 86-423 Cornell 
Univ 
Jul 86-424 AFHRL 
Jul 86-425 AFWAL/AARM 
Jul 86-426 AFWL 
Jul YG-427 ASD/F16 
SPO 
Jul 86- 428 HQ DNA 
Jul 86-429 BCE/ 
WPAFB 
Jul 86-430 RADC 
Jul 86-431 AFVJPJ..,/ 
FIESL 
Jul 86-432 OSD 
PA&E 
Jul 8&-433 STC 
i<irtland 
Jul 86-434 NSP 
Jul 86-435 AFCL 
Eglin 
Jul 86-436 HQ AFSC 
DLSR 
Prof D. Ferens. Review of MIL-S'l'D (LSY) 
Profs. Epstein. Pricing M<.xiel (I.SY) 
Prof s. Epstein. Automated Data ~1anagetn=nt 
Documents (LSY) 
Prof A. Munguia. Tech Order Cost (LSY) 
Dr. J. Jones. Generalized Inverses (ENC) 
Dr. C.H. Houpis. Review of System 
Design (ENG) 
capt R. Linderman. VLSI Research 
(ENG) 
Lt Cols. Lewantc,...,icz. F-16 Flight 
Control Systems (£:~8) 
Dr. V. P. Pyati . Radar Analysis (ENG) 
Dr. E. A. Dorko. Ch.:m1icJl Lasers 
(EN.P) 
Maj J. P. Mills. Design Review (BNP) 
Dr. R. L. Bengehold ana Dr. c. J. Bridgman. 
Nuclear Effects (ENP) 
Dr. G. John. Nuclear Reactor Blog Status 
(BNP) 
M3j J .P. Mills . Optical Design (ENP) 
:-taj J. A. Lupo. Plasma Shields for 
Aircraft (ENP) 
Maj G. Parnell. AI to I1rprnve Cost 
Analysis (ENS) 
~aj ·r. D. Hinnerichs. SDI '.1aterials 
(ENY) 
Dr. P.. J. 'l'orvik. Proposal .Revi-=w 
(ENY) 
Dr. A. A. M. Halim. AeroJynamics 
Structures (ENY) 




Jul 85-t\J/ AFE.SC 
Jul 36-431J APt::SC 
Ju) 86-43'1 acr.:/ 
Y'IPAPB 
Aug 36-440 VA 
Hospital 
Phoenix 
Aug %-441 63rd "!AW 
Norton 
Aug So-442 DESC 
l\u3 36-443 ned Ctr 
Au3 ti6-444 ~Ir 
.-v:ish oc 
Au3 86-415 AFSC/llMO 
t..ug l.35--146 H..! 3pace 
Conm:md 
Au9 80-447 LOC/CF 
Aug 86-448 00-~ 
Aug 86-449 Synergy 
Corp 
Aug 86-450 OCPO 
AU;} 86-451 USN-
N'.-JSC 
ll.u3 36-452 l\L'1C 
Aug 86-453 SMAI£/ 
WPAFB 
Aug 86-454 ASD 
l:'rof D. Os3ood. Expediting Procurement 
(DEM) 
Capt G. C. Elliot. Copper Pitting (DE,'l) 
Cupt R. A. 11amel. WIMS Configuration 
<DE"\) 
Lt Col J . ·r. Lindsey. Quality Circles 
<.LSK) 
Lt Col J. l'. Lindsey. Improving ..1uality 
(LSR) 
daj ,J. A. Ballard. Product Qu:ility 
\Jorksbop ( f.SR) 
capt C. L. Davis. T-rest for Research 
Project ( l.SR) 
Dr. P. F. Stohrer. Revier.., Writing 
P roblcm ( LSR) 
Lt Col R. 8. Peschke. Software Ao::}uisition 
:,1anagement (Llil) 
L.t Col R. E. Peschkc. Project Management 
( L.31 I) 
Capt R. D. Mabe Support of Joint Use 
System (lSM.) 
Dr . s . F. Stebclton. Training Requirement 
(LSM) 
Lt Col J.M. Halliday. Readiness 
Assessment (LSM) 
Lt Col P.A. Reid and Capt J. w. Smith. 
MTS Developnent (I.SM) 
Prof R. D. Kankey. Core LCCM (LSQ) 
Prof L. J. Mercier. 
Lncent1vc Contracts 





.?rof H. M. Pryor. VECP (LSP) 
33 
32 
Aug 86-455 ASD 
Aug 36-456 DCASR 
New York 
Aug 86-457 DOE 
Aug 86-458 Contract 
Office 
WPAFB 
Aug 86- 459 DCASMA/ 
MA 
Aug 86- 460 ASD/AE 
Aug 36-461 WSU 
Aug 86-462 AFLC/DST 
Aug 86-463 USN/NAC 
Aug 86-464 DCASM 
Dallas 
Aug 86-465 ASD/EN 
Aug 86- 466 001' 
~ug 86-467 ASD/RNJ 
Aug 86- 468 JSPO 
AD 
Aug 86- 469 USN 
NA.VAIR 
Aug 86- 470 ESD 
Aug 86-471 DCASMA 
Boston 
Prof H. M. Pryor. Goverrurent Costs 
VECP (LlP) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. VE Sh:iring (LSP) 
or. M. Wiviott. Partial Termination of 
Contract (LSP) 
Dr . J. L. Gill. Ratification vs 
Forwlizing (I..SP) 
Lt Col R.R. Ellis. Future Contract 
S:wings (LSP) 
MaJ c. M. Farr. International Pr03ra1\S 
(LSP) 
Maj c. M. Farr. Technology Transfer 
(LSP) 
Capt H. R. Conner. Types of Contracts 
(L.3P) 
Prof R. L. Wells. Proposal Format (LSP) 
Prof R. L. Wells. Defrnitizing Purcluse 
Orders (LSP) 
Prof o. J . Ferens. Conments on Drafl 
Pamphlet (LSY) 
Profs. J. Epstein. Data Pricing/Cost 
Savings (LSY) 
Maj w. R. Hitzelberger. Ufdate 3ource 
Selection (LSY) 
Lt Col A.H. Presutti. Rejecting 
Contractor CPR Submission (LSY) 
Lt Col A. H. Presutti. H,;U1dling F~e 
Charge (L5Y) 
Lt Col A. H. Presutti. Rebaselining vs 
Replanning (LSY) 




l\ug 86-4 72 :;o/AFLC 
Aug SG-473 EIA 
Comm ttee 
Aug :36- 4 74 lK.l AFSC/ 
Pl..aP 
Au~ 86-475 ASD/ACC 
Aug i,G-476 1.::-;D/YW) 
Aug 86-477 AFwAL 
~ug 86-4/9 ASU/iWB 
Aug 86-480 ASD/ACC 
Aug 86-481 BC~/ 
WPAFB 
Aug 96-482 ASD/ 
ACM-SPO 
Aug 86-4 83 \\,"?d Cen 
Aug S6-484 Kelly AFB 
Aug 86-485 USA 
Ft Gordon 
Aug do-486 USA 
Aug 36-487 Ar'wAL/FIGL 
Aug !:!6- 4 •l8 AFW/\L/FIGD 
Aug 86- 4:,9 r'I'D 
Prof A. A. Munguia. Contracting for 'l'ech 
Orders (LSY) 
Prof w. l\. Dean. Draft Textbook (LSY) 
Capt R. L. Davis. Software Quality 
Indicators (LSY) 
Capt T. R. Adler. ASD Cost (LSY) 
~~apt 'I' . R. Adler. AWN:- Automated Database 
(LSY) 
;2apt T. R. Adler . AFWl\L Cost Estimates 
(LSY) 
Jr. ~v. A. ,•1aurer and Lt Col J . M. Halliday. 
Logistics Research (LSM) 
Capt R. L. Davis. 'ADA Simulator 
Validation (LSY) 
Capt T. R. Adler. Research Lost 
Planning Factors (LSY) 
Dr . J. Jones. Design of Toxic Wastes 
System (Ei.ilC) 
Dr. A. H. Moore. Modeling Failure Data 
(ENC) 
capt T. G. L. Tong . Statistical Advice 
on Drug Protocol Study (ENC) 
Or. A. H. Moore. Estimation of MI'BF 
(ENC) 
Maj D. Woff i nden. Film Production 
(ENG) 
Maj C. R. Bisbee. SDI Related Research 
(ENG) 
Dr . C. H. Houpis . Flight Control (ENG) 
Dr. P. J . Maybeck. Multiple :-todel 
Adaptive Algorithm (ENG) 




Au9 86-490 Fro 
Aug b6- 491 SD/iNCS 
Aug 86-492 Univ of 
Calif/SD 
Aug 86- 493 DARPA 
Aug 86- 494 AF\iL/Nl'CA 
Aug 86- 495 AFWL/ARDA 
Aug 86-496 AWAL/AARI 
Aug 86-497 Rockwell 
Aug 86- 498 SD/CV 
Aug 86- 499 0MB 
Aug 86- 500 BCE/WPAFB 
Sep 86- 501 NBNES 
Sep 86-502 ASD 
Sep 86- 503 AAl~/rHD 
S~p 86-504 Med Ce n 
Sep 86- 505 DOD 
Sep 86-506 DARPA 
Sep au- 507 A~vAL/ 
AAAI 
Sep 86- 508 PrD~ 
Sep 86- 509 Univ of 
Michigan 
Dr. u. G. Hopper. Optical Systems ( El'1S) 
CatJt R. Linaerman. VLSI Researcn CEtJ~) 
Cat:it R. Linderman. Digital Signal 
Process (ENG) 
Dr. D. G. Hopper. Proposal Review (~NG) 
Dr. c. J. Bridgm3Il. Fallout Me3.Surement. 
(ENP) 
Dr. E. A. Dorko. IF Laser Systems (ENP) 
Maj J . P. Mills. Phased /\rny •relescope 
(ENP) 
Dr. c. J. Bridgman. Airborne Crew 
Nuclear Fallout Dose (ENP} 
Dr. P. J. Torv ik. Space Research ( E:NY ) 
Prof D. Osgood. A-76 Cost Comparison 
(OEM) 
Capt G. G. Elliott. Water rr~atrrent 
(OEM) 
Dr. B. N. Nagarsenker. Cost Analysis 
(ENC) 
Dr. A.H. Moore. Goodness of Fit (ENC) 
Dr. D. W. Quinn. Phannacokinetic Studi-~s 
(ENC) 
Capt T. G. L. Tong. Model for UriOdry 
•rract Infection (ENC) 
Lt Col R. R. Gross. ADA Compiler (SNC) 
Maj 3. E. Cross . Mission Planning (EI\C) 
Maj G. E. PrescotL. Interference 
Supp!:"ession of Signals (El~) 
Maj G. E. Prescott. Signals and Systeirs 
(ENG) 




Sep 86-510 AF AAL/Cr 
Sep 86-511 AFWL 
Sep 86-512 Japan .7\ir 
Staff 
Coll::;.,ge 
Sep 85-~13 AF/XDEX 
Sep 86-514 FrD 
Sep 86-515 AFFDL 
Sep do-516 r13U 
Sep 86-517 Ai:WAL/ 
MWD 
Sel? <36-518 .r..su/ 
YPRC 
SebJ 86-519 AF~'Af.,/ 
MRI 
Sep 86-520 AF Inspect 
Sa(ety 
Ctr 
Sep 86-521 AFWAL/ 
FIBAC 
Sep 96-522 Med Cen 
Sep 86-523 NP-3S 
Sep 86-524 RAOC/ 
COAD 
Sep 86-525 AD/Eglin 
Sep 86-526 AF COLR 
t-iaj S. E. Cross. AI lnitiatives 
( E:~:;) 
Maj S. E. Cross. Expert System for Runway 
Repair (ENG) 
Maj s. E. Cross. Microcomputer-B3sed 
L,:rnguages (ENG) 
Maj S. E. Cross. Tactical Mission 
Planning (ENG) 
Dr. D. E. Hopper. Optical Transmissions 
(ENG) 
Dr. D. E. Hopper. Digital Optics (BNG) 
capt R. LinJerman. 
l.)esign Tools (E1.\IG) 




Maj J.P. Mills. Cl.:1ssified Subject 
(ENP) 
Ur. c. J. Bridgman. Weapons Employment 
(ENP) 
Dr. C. J. Bridgman. Nuclear PONer 
Plants (ENP) 
Maj J. P. Mills. Low Observable 
~atcrials Study (ENP) 
Dr. G. John. Radiological Hazards 
(El~P) 
\\aj D. w. Reyer. Land Combat Modeling 
(ENS) 
Lt Col G. S, Parnell and Lt Col J. R. 
Valusek. Battle Manag~nt Decision Aids 
(EN3) 
Dr. ll.. Halim. Corrputational Fluid 
Dynamics (ENY) 




Sep 86-527 AFRPL 
Sep 86-528 AFWAL/ 
FI8G 
Sep 86-529 Morton 
Thiokol 
Sep 86-530 AF Academy 
Sep 85-531 RAF 
Alconbury 
Sep 86-532 HQ AF/DEPP 
Sep 86-533 BCE/ 
Vandenberg 
Sep 86-534 BCE/ 
McChord 
Sep 86-535 BCE/ 
McChord 
Sep 86-536 63MAW 
Norton 
Sep 86-537 AFAIC./ 
ERL 
Sep 86-538 AFIJ:/XRS 
Sep 86-539 Hanscomb 
AFB 
Sep 86-540 Little Rock 
AFB 




Sep 86-543 ASO 
Sep 86-544 ARM c~ 
Dr. M. E. Pranke. Thrust Vector Control 
N0:3gles (ENY) 
Dr. i,t. E. Franke. Boundary Layer Control 
(Et'fi) 
Dr. M. E. Franke. Thrust Vector Control 
(ENY) 
Capt L . J. Blake. Shop Rates (DEM) 
Capt D. H. Showers. Planning Assistance 
(DEM) 
Capt A. P. Negri. 'l'hird Party Financing 
(DEM) 
capt D. D. Elliott. Water Treat:rren~ 
(DEM) 
capt A. P. Negri. Fire Protection 
M:magement (DEM) 
Capt G. w. Simpson. Management Issues 
(DEM) 
Lt Col J. T. Lindsey. Production 
Problem (LSR) 
Prof D. E. Campbell. Preliminary 
Asse3srnent (LSM) 
Capt R. D. Mabe. Definition of LOG CJ 
(LSM) 
Or. S. F. Stebel ton. Scheduling ( LSi\1) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. Construction VE (~5P) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. Retroactive Value 
Engineering (LSP) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. After-the-Fact VE 
(LSP) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. VECP-In House (~5P) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. Combined VECP (LSP) 
38 
37 
Sep o6-:j45 OCAS:•iA 
St Louis 
Sep 86-546 USN 
NAVPRO 







Sep 86-5~0 OC:-AI.C 
Sep 86-551 ASD/ 
AEKAC 
Sep 86-552 HQ T~C 
Se!? 86- 553 USN/NAC 
Sep 86-554 DL~ 
Sep 86-555 NASA 
TX 
Sep a6-556 A~\\AC 
Sep 86-55 7 A...•M 
SCI? 86-5:,8 A·l'C/ 
l\CCE 
5e? 80- 559 ct.:.-AI.J.:. 
Sep 86-560 DCASPRO 
,•lelbourne 
Sep 86-561 D/\SPRO 
Aerospace 
Sep 86-562 E:SD/ 
PLLM 
Prof D. N. Goetz. Special Tooling 
-\wf') 
Prof D. N. Goetz. Maintenance of 
Facilities (LSP) 
Prof J. S. Jines. Contract Attendance 
(lSP) 
Dr. M. Wiviott. 
lnterpretation 
ur . r1. Wi v iott. 
(LSP) 
Rules of Contract 
(ISP) 
Contract Law Texts 
Prof H. M. Pryor. Older Items 
Rehabilitation (lSP) 
Pro£ H. M. Pryor. VECP Settle11ent 
(LSP) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. Future Sharing (LSP) 
Prof R. L. Wells. Cost Proposal (LSP) 
Prof D. N. Goetz. Industrial Property 
M.;magerrent ( L3P) 
Prof D. N. Goetz. Maintenance of GFE 
{L.3P) 
.t>rof L. J. Mercier. FPIF Contracts (LSQ) 
Prof P.H . Stein. Fixed Price Level of Effort 
Contract (LSQ) 




Prof v. R. Rehg. Reliability Testing 
(LSQ) 
1'1aj D. A. Liepold. Productivity Studies 
(WJ) 
Prof J. C. Daneman. Time Series 
Forecasting (L3Q) 




Sep 86- 563 ASD/YS 
Sep 86- 564 ASD/AX 
Sep 86- 565 AFM 
Sep 86- 566 DCAS 
Sep 86- 567 USA-TAC 
Sep 86- 568 AD/ACCl 
Sep 86- 569 AFU::/OCC 
Sep 86- 570 AFPRQ-J£RW 
Sep d6- 571 AFAu:: 
Sep 86- 572 USN- NAC 
Sep 86- 573 ASD/ACC 
Oct 86- 574 USAFMC/ 
SGE 
Oct d6- 575 EPA 
Oct 86- 576 Af'wAL/AFAL 
Oct 36- 577 Lockheed 
Oct bG- 578 AD/Eglin 
Oct !j6- 579 AF CO.LR 
Oct 86- 580 AFWAL/AAAT 
Prof V. R. Rehg. Reliability 3rowth 
(LS~• 
Prof D. v. Ferens. Life Cycle Cost 
Mode.L ( lSY) 
Prof D. McCarty. Decision Process 
(ISY) 
Lt Col A. B. Pressutti . Cost Accountin9 
Levels (ISY) 
Lt Col A.H. Presutti. Reconciliation 
of CFSR Data (l.SY) 
Lt Col A. H. Presutti. ora and Replanning 
(ISY) 
Lt Col A. H. Presutti. cost 5cbr>dule 
(LSY) 
Lt Col A.H. Presutti . Use of Operations 
Budg,~t ( ISY) 
Capt R. A. Andrews. Interim Contractor 
Support (L.5Y) 
~rof R. C. Antolini . Review Cost 
Schedule {LSY) 
Prof R. C. Antolini . Review System 
Des i,;Jn ( C.SY) 
Capt 'I'. G. L. TOfl':l. Clinical Research 
Progr,ro1 (EtlJC) 
Ur . A. H. Moore. Statistical Estinution 
(ENC) 
Dr . o. G. Hopper. Optical Systems (EN~) 
Lt Col D. J. Biezad. Al arrl Electronic 
~'iarfare (ENG) 
C.:ipt R. J . Jost. Electronic Co.nbat 
(ENG) 
Capt N. J. Javis . Proj~ct Evaluation 
(ENG) 




Oct 8b-5d1 AU 
Oct 8b-.>82 GlV) 
Oct 86-~U3 AF0Si1 
Oct o\.>-5 :54 AF~JL/ tv.'PP 
Oct 86-5'35 Af1"1L/SI 
Oct db- :)~5 Af'TAC/mr 
Oct 86-:.,lH AE'OSR 
Oct do- 5% D'\RPA 
uct b6-:io9 B . ..;, MAC 
Oct i.sG-SJO Douglas 
!\IC 
Oct Uo-SJl Af•."17\L/ 
FIESD 
Oct d6-592 Roci<Well 
Int 
Oct 86-593 ASD/1\EM 
Oct 86-594 BCE/ 
Elmendorf 
Oct 86-595 AFU::./ 
DE~K; 
Oct 86-:,96 AFU::./DEEC 
Oct 86-597 BCE/ 
McOill 
O~t 86-598 BCE/Seymour 
Johnson 
Dr . ,,t. Kabrisl<y. Autonomous 'WeaJ?Ons 
i..;uici,:.mce (EN:::.) 
Lt Col W. D. Sew=1rd. Battle Management 
:Jl (t:N3) 
,Jr . [). ,... "'. Hopper. Research Topic (ENG) 
,'1clj J. P. Lupo. Current Research 
l?rograms (ENP) 
Ma] J. P. Lupo. Parallel Processing 
(E~P) 
Lt Col R. F. Tuttle. Aerosols in ~uclear 
.:>ebr is Clouds (.ENP) 
ur. E. A. Dorko. Chemical Dynamics 
(ENP) 
·laJ J. Wharton. Strategic Systems 
(ENP) 
:1aj B. w. Morlan. Measures ot 
effectiveness (ENS) 
Jr. A. Halim. Aerodynamics of 
Airfoils (ENY) 
Dr. M. E. Franke. Flight Dynamics (ENY) 
Dr. M. E. Franke. Jet Thrust Vector 
Control (ENY) 
or. ~1. E. Franke. Electrostatic Cooling 
(E;NY) 
erof D. Osgood. Guide Specifications 
(DEM) 
Prof D. usgood. Construction 
lnspections (DEM) 
Prof D. Osgood. Post Award Conference 
(D&'vl) 
Capt R. M. Benson. Roofing Problems 
(DET) 




Oct 86-599 BCE/ 
Keesler 
Oct 86-600 Hg AFLC 
Oct 86-601 AFIC/DE 
Oct 86-602 2750AB~oJ/ 
DEM 
Oct 86-603 McMahon 
& Assoc 
Oct 86-604 AFI£/DEE 
Oct 86- 605 ASD/DE 
Oct 86-606 BCE/McDill 
Oct 86-607 BCE/Scott 
Oct 86-608 AFAU:/ERL 
Oct 86-609 AFAU:/ 
MMERP 
Oct 86-610 ASD/Cl7L 
Oct S6-611 AFLC/MMM 
Oct 8&-612 Exxon 
Oct 86- 613 AFrlAL 
Oct 86- 614 IBM 
Oct 86- 615 HQ 1"1AC 
Oct 86-616 GE 
Pittsfield 
Oct 86-617 OC-ALC 
Maj s . T. •rom. Cooling Coil Control 
(DEl') 
Capt ,J. D. Alley. Review Contract Award 
(DET) 
Capt w. P. Alley. Buy Options (DET) 
Maj S . T . 'l'om. Repair uOC Controller 
(DET) 
Maj s. •r. ·rom. Humidity Sensor (DEr) 
Capt w. D. Alley. Protest R~sponse 
(DEr) 
Capt J . L. Sullivan. vJater ·rreatment 
(DEr) 
Capt J. J . Santos . H~~idity Problem 
( l)8£) 
Capt D. K. Dickson. Relay Controls 
(DBT) 
Prof D. E. Campbell. Managemer,t Style 
and Culture (LSM) 
Maj ,T . H. Kutzke. Database Research 
(lSM) 
Maj J. H. Kutzke. C-17 RCll Program (LSM) 
Capt R. D. Mabe. Comnunication Electronics 
Requirerrents (LSM) 
Lt Col R. E. Peschke. :-.1anufactur ing 
Simulation (LS~) 
Lt Col R. E. Peschke. Expert System 
Developnent (LS!-1) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. Value C:ng ineer ing 
Cnange Proposal (VECP) (LSP ) 
t>rof H. M. Pryor. W, '!'raining (!.SP) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. VE Sh~rin3 (L.SP) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. Nature of a VECP (U3P) 
42 
41 
Oct 86-618 UQ O..:A 
Oct 86-019 S!iil Corp 
')ct 86-620 Mnrtin 
Marietta 
Oct d6-621 AfWAL/ 
AFFDL 
Oct o6-G22 USN 
Under 
Secretary 
Oct 86-623 DLA 
Columbus 
Oct 86-624 DG.3•..: 
Richmond 
Oct 86-025 Coast 
~uard 
Oct 86-626 wsu 
Oct 86-627 DCI\SPRO 
Oct 36-628 DCJ\SR 
Boston 
Oct 36-629 USN-NA 
Oct 86-630 USAFE/ 
513ra.w 
Oct 86-631 AFAA/ 
CMFS 
Oct 86-632 00-ALC 
MA 
Oct 36-63.3 rACMET 
Oct 86-634 HQ AFU:./ 
XR 
Oct 86-63~ Af'U:./ACC 
Prof D. N. Goetz. Form 1662 Costs 
(L3P) 
Prof D. N. Goetz. Crating and Handling 
Kat ~s (ISP) 
Prof D. N. Goetz. Modification of Test 
Equiprent (L.SP) 
or. M. Wi v iott. Obtaining Patents (LSP) 
1'rof D. N. Goetz. •ritle to Gove rnment 
i'roperty (LSP) 
~rof R. J. Wehrle-Einhorn. Brooks Act 
·(r..sP) 
}rof H. M. Pryor. VE Sharing (LSP) 
Dr. M. Wiviott. Personnel Training 
(LSP) 
Dr. J. F. Gill. Dynamics of Disputes 
(LSP) 
Lt Col R.R. Ellis. Special Tooling 
(LSP) 
Lt Col D. E. Witt. Contract Administra-
tion (L.SP) 
Prof P.H. Stein. Overhead Issues 
.(LSJ) 
Prof L. J. Mercier. Cost Analysis 
( r..s·,2) 
Prof P. H. Stein. Manageirent (LSQ) 
Prof v. R. Regh. Implementation 
Problems (L.SJ) 
Prof v. R. Rehg. Management Support 
(LS~) 
Capt K. R. Jennings. AFI£ Reorganization 
{LS~) 
Prof D. v. Ferens. Software Support 
Cost Estirrution (LSY) 
43 
42 
Oct 86-636 AD/A'1Rl\t1 
SPO 
Oct 86- 637 [X)T 
Oct 86- 638 ASD/R.-J 
Oct 86- 639 SAC/ 
XRP 
Oct 86-640 AFHRL 
Oct 86- 641 AF'"1AL/ML 
Oct 86- 642 ASD~ 
Oct 86- 643 DOD 
Oct 86- 644 ASD/F- 16 
SPO 
Oct 86- 645 SD/DSCS 
Oct <36- 646 AFM 
Oct 86-647 ESD/Y~ 
Oct d6- 648 DCASPRO/ 
Ford 
Oct 86-649 AFLC/SD 
Oct 06- 650 SACiiJOB 
Nov 85- 651 AFWAL 
Nov 86- 652 AFWAL/ 
AFAL 
Nov 86-653 Fro 
Lt Ccl A. H. Pressuti. Ovcrtarget 
UdsEline (I.SY) 
Lt Col A. H. Presutti. Computer Aiaed 
Logistics System (l.SY) 
Lt Col J . Dumond. Baseline Correlation 
'11.trix (I.SY) 
Lt Col J . DwllOnd. Test & Evaluation 
(LSY) 
Capt 1'. Triscari. Decision 3upport 
.:iystcm (IE'f) 
Capt T. Triscari. Knowledg~ Acquisition 
(LSY) 
Maj R. W. Hitzelberger . ~ources 
Selection (I.SY) 
Capt M. H. Kwon. Progra11 t-unag<.>'lnent 
(I.SY) 
Capt M. H. Kwon . Acquisition Management 
(I.SY) 
Capt M. H. Kwon . Proposal Evaluation 
(I.SY) 
Profs. J. Epstein. Data Pricin9 (LSY) 
C.:ipt r. R. Adler . MIS Up.:J,1te for ~:-1ACS 
(LSY) 
Maj ,v . F. Bowlin. Estimating Ter-mination 
Cost (I.SY) 
Prnf A. A. Mungia. T. O. D2veloprent 
Sche,jule (LSY) 
Lt Col ,J . Dumond. 'l'est anJ Evaluation 
(LSY) 
Dr . J . Jones. L~scr Theor-y C<Xtl)Utat1ons 
(BL~) 
!)r. J . G. Hopper . Optical Systems (EtlG) 





Nov 86-554 1:·. J • 
Seiler 
Labs 
Nov 86-055 AFFuL 
Nov 86-656 HJ r~c 
Nov 86-657 AFlvA.L 
Nov 96-658 ClA 
Nov 8b-6S9 Af:WAL/ 
.lV\RI 
Nov 86-660 AFWL/ 
ARD?\ 
Nov a6-661 ASD/YPRC 
Nov 86-662 8RIM 
Nov 86-663 .l\FWL/SI 
Nov 86-664 AFWL/AR 
Nov 86-665 Los Alamos 
Labs 
Nov 86-666 Livermore 
Labs 
Nov 86-067 2750ABw 
Nov 86-668 Morton 
Thiokol 
Nov 86-669 A'l'C/DEMM 
Nov 86-670 AFFfC/DEE 
Nov c.16-671 BCE/ 
ELrendorf 
Lt Col S. Lewantowicz and Lt Col D. J. 
Biezads. Laser Gyro Research (ENG) 
Lt Col D. J. Biezad. MAJIC Handling 
Qualities (EN~} 
L·laj D. Hibner. LAN Requirements 
(ENG) 
Maj J. W. DeGroat. Computer Aided 
IJes ign ( E~) 
Capt s. Rogers. Face Recognition (EN:;) 




or. E. A. Dorko. Chemical Lasers (~NP) 
11aj ,J. P. Mills. Classified Subject 
"{EtJP) 
~-iaj J. P. Mills. Progress Evaluation 
(E1JP) 
;-laj J. A. Lupo. Massively Parallel 
Processing (ENP) 
Dr. w. B. Roh. Nonlinear Optical 
'l'eclmiques (ENP) 
or. G. John. Measure Particle Sizes 
( ELIIP) 
Dr. c. J. Bridgman. Fallout Modelling 
(t!NP) 
Dr. G. John. Radiological Hazards 
Coarnittee (£NP) 
Dr. M. E. Franke. Thrust Vector Control 
(ENY) 
Prof D. Osgood. Contract Law (D&~) 
Prof D. Osgood. Tech Rep Contract (DEM) 





Nov 86-672 AFLC 
Nov 86-673 AFU:: 
Nov 86-674 BCE/ 
WPAFB 
Nov 86-675 AFLC 
Nov 86-676 Guam 
AFS 
Nov 86-677 AFSC/IG 
Nov 86-678 ASD/PM 
Nov 86-679 AFIC/XRY 
Nov 86-680 AFI.C/MAPS 
Nov 86- 681 ASD/_.S-lB 
Nov 86- 682 ASD/SI 
l-Jov 86-683 ASD/F-16 
SPO 
Nov 36- 684 AFLC 
Nov 86- 685 7100CSW/ 
DOD 
Nov 86-686 HQ AFCC/ 
LGS 
Nov 86- 687 AFPRO-Pratt 
Whitney 
Nov 86-688 Western 
Resch Corp 
Nov 86-689 Williams 
Intl 
Capt W. D. Alley. Prepared Protest 
Position (DEr} 
Capt w. D. Alley. Preparation of 
Worldwide Brief (DE'I') 
capt D. R. Dickson. Humidity Control 
(DEr) 
Capt D. K. Dickson. Use of Exhaust Fans 
(DEr) 
Capt J. A. Hudson. Hwnidity Control 
(DEr) 
Lt Col G. L. 
(LSM) 
Delaney. Contracting Issues 
Lt Col G. L. Delaney. Contracting Positio~s 
(LSM) 
Lt Col D. E. Lloyd. 1995 'Aork Force 
Develof(tlent (LSM} 
Prof A. Rogers . Maintenance Support 
(LSM) 
Lt Col R. E. Peschke. Computer SupporL 
(LSM) 
Lt Col R. E. Peschke. Info System 
Design (LSM) 
Lt Col R. E. Peschke. Database Design 
(LSM) 
Dr. S. F. Stebelton. Artificial 
Intelligence (LSM) 
Capt R. Mabe. Logistic c-cuoed (LSM) 




Dr. W. Wiviott. Contractor Data (LSP) 
Lt Col L.A. Ewart. Data Sources Files 
(I.SP) 




Nov 86-590 USA-'rACOM 
Nov 86-691 050/00D 
Nov 86-692 USA -
Corpus 
Nov 86- 693 USN 
Nov 36-694 US<\F 
MUS•::!Uffi 
Nov 36-095 AFP~O 
Fairchild 
Nov 86-596 Space 
Cooma.nd 




Nov 86- 699 Magnavox 
Nov 86-700 AF~t.C 
Nov 86-701 AFAJ.J:,/ 
ERRR 
Nov 86- 702 ·rAC 
Nov 86-703 ASD/tS 
Nov 86-704 AFPRO/ 
Eaton Corp 
Nov 86-705 Space 
Comnand 
Nov 86-7u6 HQ AFLC/XR 
Nov d6-707 NSA 
Dr. H. M. lioehl. Facilities (LSP) 
Prof D. N. Goetz. Special Tooling Cost and 
Control (I.SP) 
Pro[ J. S. Jines. Reopening ot Contract 
( LSP) 
Prof R. L. Wells. Contract Administration 
(LSP) 
Lt Col L.A. S.vart. Lifting Bodies 
Contracts (LSP) 
Prof J. s. Jines. Material Availability 
(LSP) 
Capt H. R. Conner. Contract 
J.dministration (I.SP) 
Ur. B. M. Hoehl. In-Plant Participation 
LSP) 
Ur. H. M. Hoehl. In-Plant Participation 
( L.3f>) 
or. H. M. Hoehl. Basic Logistics (L.5P) 
Prof w. c. Widenhouse. Avionics 
~eliability (LSQ) 
J?rof W. C. ~'lidenhouse. R&M Data 
Irrprovement (LSQ) 
Prof v. R. Rehg. Field Reliability 
(LSQ) 
Prof V. R. Regh. Reliability Growth 
(LSQ) 
Prof J. L. Robbins. Estimating Spare 
Parts Cost (LSQ) 
Prof R. L. Murphy and Prof R. D. Kankey. 
Space Based Systems Cost (LSQ) 
Capt K. R. Jennings. Automated Info 
Processing Systems (LSY) 




Nov 86- 708 ASD/AES 
Nov 86- 709 H::2 AFSC/ 
PKP 
Nov 86- 710 DCASPRO/ 
Ford 
Nov 86-71 1 AFU:/JANS 
Nov 86- 712 AFAT.£/PP 
Nov 86- 713 AFU:/XR 
Dec 86- 714 AFWAL/FIG 
Dec 86-715 AFWAL/FIGI 
Dec 86- 716 WR-AlC 
Dec 86- 717 AFWL 
Dec 86-718 AFNrL 
Dec 86- 719 W.R- ALC 
Dec 86- 720 Joint Tac 
Fusion Prog 
Dec 86-721 DNA/RAE 
Dec 86- 722 AFAPL 
Dec 86- 723 BCE/ 
WPAFB 
Dec 86- 724 AFWL/ARDG 
Dec 86- 725 AFTAC 
Maj w. R. Hitzelberger. SOH-Transpon:able 
Protection System ([SY) 
~rof s. J. Epstein. Data Rights (LSY) 
Maj W. F. Bowlin. DIVAO Termination 
Costs (ISY) 
Prof R. C. Antolini. Review of Audit 
Report (I.SY) 
Maj M. K. Allen. Warranty Expert Syste.n 
(I.SY) 
Maj M. K. Allen. Al Insertion Program 
(ISY) 
Dr. C.H. Houpis. Design Methods for 
Flight Control System (ENG) 
Lt Col D. Biezad. Review sow (ENG) 
Maj J DeGroat. Memory Board Tests 
(ENG) 
Capt S. Rogers. Enh,mced Imaging of 
Space Objects (E~) 
Capt S. Rogers . Multi-Sensor Fusion 
(ENG) 
Maj D. I. Hibner. Testing Memories 
(ENG) 
Capt N. Davis. Parallel CO!llf)uting 
(ENG) 
Dr. C. J. Bridgman. ·rr:msicnt 
Radiation Effects (ENP) 
Dr. W. Bailey. High Current Dznsity 
Beams (ENP) 
Dr. G. John. Radiological Hdzards 
(ENP) 
Dr. W. B. Roh and Dr. R. ~cngehold. 
Nonlinear Optics (ENP) 
Capt o. Beller. Gas Analysis (ENP) 
4o 
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Dec 86-726 BMO/DP 
DPC 86-727 AFRPL/CS 
Dec 86-728 USAF TPS 
Dec d6-729 Lockheed/ 
Georgia 
Dec 86-730 HO AF/ISC 
Dec d6-731 AF'WAL/FIG 
Dec 86-733 AFLC/XRX 
Dec 86-734 AFLC/ILC 





Dec 86-738 Scott AFB 
Dec 86-739 ASD/YPC:S 
Dec 85-740 ASD/YPDS 
Di:c 86-741 oor/rsc 
Dec d6-742 Lockheed-
Mar1..?tta 
Dec 86-743 USA/Corpus 
Christi 
Dec 86-744 AFWAL 
D,"C BG-745 HGrcules 
Corp 
or. P. J. 'l'orv ik. Technical Work Areas 
.ENY) 
Dr. P. J. •rorvik. Astronautics Research 
(ENY) 
Dr. J. P. ·rorvik. Joint Program Operations 
(ENY) 
Maj T. Hinnerichs. Supportability Metric 
(EN:x'.) 
Maj T. Hinnerichs. R&M 2000 Goals (ENY) 
Dr. M. E. Franke. Fluid Flight Control 
~ys terns ( ENY) 
• 
Dr. M. E. Franke. Fluid Flight Control Systems 
(ENY) 
Lt Col D. E. Lloyd. Strategic Objective (ISM) 
Prof C. F. Youther. Logistics Survey (LSM) 
iitaj J. H. Kutzke. RCM Review (LS~·1) 
Capt R. D. Mabe. 
Lt Col P.A. Reid. 
(L.SM) 
WG C3 Definitions (LSM) 
Long Range Planning Team . 
Dr. M. Wiviott. Fraud Waste and Abuse (LSP) 
Maj t<. u. Sand. F-16 Logistics (LSP) 
Capt H. R. Conner. Subcontracting Initiatives 
(LSP) 
Capt H. R. Conner. Computer Aided Logistics 
3upport (ISP) 
Prof D. N. Goetz. Special Equiµrent Transfer 
(LSP) 
Prof J. s. Jines. 'lwo-Step Sealed Bidding 
(ISP) 
Dr. M. Wiviott. Patent Applications (LSP) 




Dec 86-746 House Capt H. H. Conner. Selection CriterLi for 




Dec 36-748 AF/RDCX 
Dec 86-749 Martin 
Marietta 






Dec 86-752 OSD/AL 
Dec 86-753 USA. 
Dec 86- 754 ESD 
Dec 86-755 NAVPRO 
St Louis 
Dec 86-756 AFM 
Dec 86-757 AFALC/ERRR 
Dec 86- 758 AFLC 
Dec 86-759 DLA 
Dec 86- 760 A.SD/PM 
Dec 86-761 HQ AFLC/XR 
Dec 86- 762 ASD/RwS 
Dec 86-763 DCASPRO/ 
Ford 
Dec 86- 764 AF/AC 
Prof D. N. Goetz. Sale of Industrial Plant 
E:quipnent (ISP) 
Dr. M. Wiviott. Clarification of Legal 'l'.;! rm.s 
(LSP) 
Dr. H. M. Hoehl. Future In-Plant Particioation 
(LSP) 
Dr. M. Wiviott. Contract ·rtaimn9 (ISP) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. Services Contract VECP 
(ISP) 
Capt H. R. Conner. Con~racting Concerns (LGP) 
Dr. J. F • ..;in. Bids on .'iultiple Item Sc11 .... odul~ 
(LSP) 
Prof H. M. Pryor. 
LCDR D. M. Dupree. 
Contract Proposals 
LCOR u. M. Uupree. 
Intervals (LSQ) 
Foreign Sales VECP (LSP) 
Predicting Document H~te~ on 
(ISQ) 
Constructing Confidence 
Prof w. C. Widenhouse. R&."1 Data Inprow•n,,mt 
(LSQ) 
Prof C. J. Adams. Housing Costs (I..S:j) 
Prof c. J. Adams. Pricing Contract 
Administration (ISQ) 
Lt Col J. T. Lindsey. White-Collar Product.Lvity 
(I.SR) 
Capt J. R. Jennings. AFLC Reorganization (L.SR) 
Maj ~v. R. Hitzelbergcr. Source Select.ion (LSY) 
Maj W. F. Bowlin. DIVAD Termination Costs 
(I.SY) 
Prof u. McCarty. Budge~ 8x~cution (~Y) 
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LJec 36-/65 U:.51\/C-17 
01:'C 86-7(,b tlJ ~0/fG 
Dec 86-767 ARr·1.PRO/ 
aoeing 
Dec 86-768 ASD/C-17 
Dec 36-76'::l ESD/ALL."'1 
Dec 86-770 Westinghouse 
Dec d6-J71 H~ AJ:'U:./CASC 
Dec 86-772 AFU:./LSE 
Lt Col J. Dumond. •rest Raspon:-:;ibilities <4 
Lt Col E. J. Rowland. Support Ac~uisition for 
DSP Satellites (LSY) 

















C-17 MCCR (LSY) 
Contracting for 'f .0. (ISY) 
Coordination on EIA Report 
Computer Aide~ Logistics 
Engineering Data Management 
• 
• 
IV. FACULTY RESEARCH PROJEC'l'S 
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DEM 86- 21 
CY. 1986 tIBSEARCH PROJEC'l'S 
Application of Artihcial Intelligence ( 1\1 ) Expert .;ystei1, - 0 
Logistics. Maj M. K. Allen 
Th<? Tr .:msverse Dynamics of Space-..:hargc L 1·n1 ted uioct-;?s . 
W. F. Bailey 
Electron Energy Distributions in Magnetic Mul ticusp 
Hydrogen Discharges. W. F. Bailey 
Microcooputer-Based Productivity Sudport System for Incre.:.1sin3 
Managerial Effici,.:ncy. Lt Col C. '1'. CJ.:irk 
Study of Learning Prefere nces and 'l'eaching t.tyles D. E. c.,,r,1,::x: ll 
Technical Order Costs . A. A. ~uguia 
Resource for National Defense. M3j s. D. squires 
Research Needs for Al in ~1anufacturing. c~pt r. Trisc~ri, Jr . 
Electron Beam Kinetics , Transport and S'rability. W. t'. B:i:iley 
Molecular Constants ,md Franck-Condon r:·actors for L.~au -.>x~"'"' · 
E. A. Dorko 
Effect of Aberration:;; and Apodization on Pe rfonnancc o ... Cohen.mt. 
Opticul Systems. M:lj J. P Mills 
Hilbert 'rransfonn Pr.:x:luct 'fheorem. J. L. Brown 
Wafer rransmission M.:x.mle. Capt cl . J . Uonl:m 
Optical Control Operator Method. D. G. rloppar 
SISO Digitization Design ·rechniqucs. C. H. dout'is 
Criteria for Finite 3ets of Paths that Cn~racterize Contro l 
Flow. C..1,pt J. t-J . do ... att 
Enhanced Schottky Barrier. Maj :J . R. Kitch:m 
Adaptive 'frackin9 for oynrunic Airborn~ V.)hic;les . I:'. s . ,uy~ck 
Simplified Biot-Savart Law for Planar Circuits . v. P . PyJtl 
Softw:1.re Engini;ering J;;Jucation. Lt Col \~ . D. Sr:waro, l . 
Hartrum, G. B. L1'Tlont . D. s. Woffind'=n 




















Excellenct." in Ar .:hi t~cture. Capt J . J . Santos 
,\sf.nptotic Oistr ibution of Bartlett ' s rest Statistics. D. R. 
Barr, B. N. Na,3arscnker 
Opt:.irn.11 R,'?plr1cCJn"!nt /\':le in [mpcr[ect Inspection 1'1o::iel. 
t,j D. C. llcrge 
Al9orithms for Cumputatiun ot Various .3eneralized Inverses. 
J. J,:>ncs , Jr. 
1\lgor i th.ms for Solutions of Continuous and Discrete System. 
J • Jones , J r • 
SLrwn-like Comparison Theorem for Zero of Vector Valved 
Function. J. Jon~s , Jr. 
Uniqueness for a Forward Backward Diffusion Equation with 
Smootn Constitutive Function. A. n. Lair 
i-1odified Goodness-of-Fit 'I'est for the Logistics Distribution. 
A. tl. Moore 
nonte carlo reclnigue for Estimating Confidence Limits on 
.~eliability U:3in';J P:iss- F'ail Data. A. U. Moore 
rest of Eguality of Scale Parameters of Exponential 
Distribution • .d . Iii. and P. B. Nagarsenker 
Non-Null Distribution Tests . B. N. and P. B. Nagarsenker 
Para;neter Esti!ll.:ltion Techniques. D. W. Quinn 
Dyna~ic Influenc~ Di19rams . Capt J. A. Tatman 
Expert System for l'utoring Intell1gcnce Analysts 
Lt Col G. s. Parnell 
/mns Control Verific.:ition. Lt Col \~. F . Rowell 
Eigenvalue Simil:1rity Rules for Laminated Plates. 
E. J . Brunelle 
Experimental Study of Vector Control Nozzle. M. E. Franke 
,,ind runnel Studies of Circulation Control Airfoils . 
M. E. Franke 
Fault l.)etection for Air-craft Control Input s . capt D. Gleason 
Lift-Curv~ Chnra;teristic for Airfoil Pitchin9 at Constant 
Rate . Lt Col E. J . Ju,llper 
Crnc·.-< ;;ur face Oi.:;pl,1cement fr01n a Circular Hole. s . Mall 4 
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f::l.JY 86-43 
ENY d6- 44 
t:t~Y bb- 45 
ENY 86-46 
ENY 86-47 
ENY 86- 48 
.i::NY 86- 49 
LSY 86- 50 
LSY 86- 51 
LSM 86- 52 
LSM 85- 53 
L.SQ 86- 54 
LSR 86- 56 
L.Sr'1 86- 57 
LSP 86- 58 
i..:,Y db- 59 
L.SP 86- 60 
LS.w! 86-61 
LSY 86-62 
l..ci '{ t,6- 63 
lSl{ 86- 64 
L:.:, j 6{, - 6:, 
Characteristics ot Failure of Adnesivcly oondeo Co111pos1te 
Joints . s . Mall 
Thermal Shock Resistance of Composites. A. N. Palazotto 
Cooiposite Lam1m1L Cptim1.zation .i?ro.Jram for M1croco:nputers. 
A. N. Palazotto 
Dynamic Behavior of Continuance StirreJ-l'ani< Reactors. 
Capt J . B. PlanCJUX 
Polyhedral Dynamics as a Tool for Machine-Part Group forll\aition. 
Capt D. Robinson 
Fract ional Calculus .''1odel of Viscoelastic Beh'lvior. 
P. J . rorvik 
Optimal Continuous Control for Hemote Orbital Captures. 
Lt Col .J . ~'I . WiJhalro 
Robotic Machine Loadin:3 and Unloading . Maj M. K. Allen 
Evaluatin-:1 Performan:::e in Government OrgdniZ 1tion. :-!aj ,\. ~ . 
Bowlin 
Provisioning Managem,mt in ti¥.? Air Force 'l'oday. P. M. Brl.?snaham 
Education for L09ist1c1.ans in th..: Future. D. E. Caitpbell 
Standard Error oi Estimate of LSBF Prcjict10n. J . C. O:mem;1n 
Efficiency Assessrren~ 01 Contructi°':j Officers. Lt ~ol ~- • 
Delaney 
Differing Attributions of Leadership by L'?aJcrs an.1 f11a:!H 
Supervisors. Capt B. L. Dilla 
Strategic illd.teri.1ls Policy Systems St.u~y. M,lj L . 1J. 
tmrelnainz 
Managing Intern~tion:11 High-Teen Projects . :1lJ C. 11. larr 
Software Heliabil ity Prcoict1.on. D. V. r'"rl:r.S 
uses and Changes Clause in Contracts. D. N. Goetz 
The Civil i·lil1t.ilry A irpl:..me. ,ta) K. N. ,..;ouru in 
Air Force Systems Int.c9ration. M:ij w. IL llitzelber-JCr 
Loss Functions .!nu F,>r'-s.:.;ist l\ccur .. .H..')' St.ullst.:1:::s. R. D. K r,K y 
Organizational Sciences . Lt Col J . 'I' . Lindsey 















E:,,JG !;Su-~ 1 
L .. +..; oo-tl2 
t::N3 86-,-H 
El':~ dG-o4 
E::t~ 86- ~5 
E! .. ,.~ 86-~6 
K\JG b6- 07 
Rc.,aucrng CosL of l (•c.inical Urocr Develoµnent. fl. • . l\. :-1u:3uia 
L·1odifieJ &.iyesL:m Bounds. Lt Col J . J. Phillips 
Value c;n9ineerin•J ::is2cisions 1984-1~85 . H. t1 . Pryor 
• 
:::>iflusion ,uyJ f'rce £-'lo,. 'fhru a 'lagnetic Filter. ,>l. l''. 3ailey 
L>2Si-:;jn of Fusion R(•.:ictor l3lr3.nkct .:Jimulation E'acility. 
,·1...ij D. F . i:.ellc r 
ReL.ltivistic L',leci-ro,,n.;;inet:ism Emr)loying Min;<o"1ski J~x1cc • 
~. 1,aplan 
Development of t1e A.fil' PRIZ. i'. E. Luke , D. -.:; . Ho!?per 
',tulci-Cla::;s D1stt)rtion-Invari3.11t Pattern Rec03nition . 
1aj J . P. ,•lills, Capt s . K. Rogers , M. Kabrish.--y 
CO!fli.,uter /\ssisteJ Pilots . Lt Col D. J . Biezad, Cc.tpt s. E. Cross 
L33er Feedbac« Control Design for Passive Ring Laser Gyro. 
Lt Col u. J. cliezad 
Performance Ctur1ct-2cistic~ of rransponder-- Aided Inertial 
J 1vigation Sysb1m. Lt Col LJ . J . Biezad 
Hobust Pr~diction of t3andlimitcJ Signals from Past S3rt1ples . • 
J . L. BrO\..:n 
Functional R~aso.1in:3 in Analog Circuits . Maj 5 . E. Cross 
Pl\.3,1 Parallel Proc.:.!Ssing System. Capt: N. J . Davis 
fi~ld of ~~afer S~alr Interconnections . Capt 13. J . Donlan 
I r'lnsi..mt Per Lor m,~nc..:~ oE .:i Store-and-Forward Com~ut~r 
Communic'.'ltions N~t....-ork. Capt fl. . B. Gar-cia 
DistriLuted Data DiL.tionary Systems. T . C . Harttu:n 
Dyn-unic dolograpny for Real Time Cockpi t Display. D • .J . Hopper 
.{obust Contrc.1.lcr D ,sign £or Sl'OL. C. H. Houpis 
~orrection for ~ robe-Posit i ons Er ror in Pl an Near- FielJ 
::,c:-.nni.n:J. C.:.pt .{ . J . Jost 
In- Site Observations of Electromigration on Thin Aluminu.~ 
Stri~s . i'llaj D. H. Kit~hr~n 
Bi pol ar Nic~el- C3drnium Batteries as Pulsed Load Filter. 
~l..iJ D. R. 1'itchen 
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ENG 86- 38 
:::!.\IG 86- 89 
ENG 06- 90 
...... NG 06-91 
Dur 06- 93 
uEM 86- 94 
DEM d6- 95 
DE'r 86- 96 
or::r db- 97 
ENC 86- Y8 
ENC 06-1 00 
8NC % -1 01 
GNC ::!0-1 02 
i.::•-.JC d5-1 03 
LLJC So- 104 
l::1,lC ts6-1 05 
EN: 86-1 06 
i.::t\lC tiG-1 07 
Efficient Dynamics for a PUMA- 600. i-1. L'. L•.:ahy 
Performance of .:ipreaJ Spectrum Systems to J ..L:11 iny. 
Aaj G. E. Prescott 
SDI Optical lnform.:.1t ion Processing . C ,i,>t .:, . i<. i<o~ -.rs 
Automatic Signal h.naly,:;1s in ProtoLyf>G Couuten12.:.;;urcc; 
Receiver Systems . Lt S::ol t;. D. Se,.,rard 
Trajectory Esti..'Tl<ltion with l\ngle-vnly ,•12c.1zurement,:; . 
Maj w. H. ~Jorsley , Lt Col R. J. uiezad 
Real Time External C:guiv'3lent: MoJnlin,J me S,2nsit.iv1ty 
Analysis. Maj ~-J . J . Bicrck, Jr. 
3- D Analytical Modelin3 of Diffusion Limited 3olut0 Ir n ..x>rt . 
~aj :.1 . N. Goetz 
Factors Affecting Facilitv energy Cons?rvu:: ion . Ca?t J. 1 • 
Morrill 
Built Up Roofing Prc..Dlcms. Capt J . J . ~'.rntos 
EconomizQr Control .-:iystcms. ~1aj _, . 1'. LOnt 
lnversi: Pairs of 1est :,1atrices. ~~ - S . 1:.r.1...::.'\.s.?n 
Advanced So[l;1arc t::nv.uonmcnt . Lt Col ·~. 1{ . Gro:.;s 
Emden- Fowler Typ-~ t:q.ntions .:.1nd finite i:.lc ,tent. 3olut10:1s. 
J . Jones , Jt . 
Nonlinear Matrix Oitlerential E,.put1on::, . J . Jo:, s, v r . 
Estimation 1'echni-iu2s cur Pare-to ,.11~t11uut:.1<.ms. !'. . u. 1 , • 
Ad.':lptiv2 Robust i::st.i n.1tors . A. d . , ,car, 
C>?nsored S...unpl~ 1:.sti 1ic.1r.1on [or 1..>•.m1..1r.1liz, D1.;t11ol!t1Ji.:::o. 
A. H. Moore 
Confidence Limits for /..vciiLibility an~ ~~lw.oility o[ 
'.1ain t-tined Syst ems . ,\ . H. Moor e 
Test of Homogeneity of variances . d . N. ind J:.> . t... r,d,1::It.,, r.( 1 
Di stribution of Li.<cl1hood Ratio ...:r 1t~non toe 1'0sttn:1 ::.1 11 y 
of Exponential. !Jistributions . lJ . l, . a·1J P. rl . .. 19an,...,n-K r 
Asyrnpc.otic Non- ,\lull JisLribut.ion ot Jarll, Lt.s ' 3L. . .ttl~l L,;, . 
B. ll. an,J P. B. fal:j.:irs,:-nker 
:;u,11er ical 'l'echni 1u,)::; for •;3, in1a L 1n':3 l:'ai . " _, · r .:3 ff l'l , .. 
11od-2l s . D. vo/ . .luinn 
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E\Y tio-1 L2 
r_;~, '( 06- J LO 
C:N1 06- l ~ 1 
.... ~Y uu-lL~ 
~t!Y tlo-1 3'.J 
~Li.1ciency /\s '\ Sourc,." o[ l,1rr<.·~L Sh'lre Profit Kel.::sttonsnip .• 
!< . F. Allen 
Conflict Anulysi3 in GatLlcfielu Decision 13~1ng. Col N. J. 
Connell 
. .,,,n,~r ic i<:1rmt'l ~ostostev Pl.:itc t;qu,1tions in .b.f.f i Ik ..;pace. 
1 • ,J . Brun(' I 1 t? 
;1.1biliz1t:i(1:1 ol ll:...J icor .. r-~r Ul,iJc Fl"3i:;>ping . l< . " · l~-:d1co, 
.• • I:. . wt .3(! 1 
~tructurul Perturbations on D~coupleJ Control . R. A. Calico, 
C.!pt. H. Hinrich:.;;,,n 
Liquid Propulsion. 1v . C. Elrod 
,Jave Proi?agrilion in FluiJ Lin~s . :1. E: . Frank· 
cn~racteristics of Confined Jet rhrust Vector Control Nozzle. 
,·l . i.:. . Frank.? 
irror Covarianc~ Andlysis for lracking Filters. Capt. O. Gleason 
lnter.:it tve !.30.mj.1ry-L-1yer l'yp~ ....;olver for Sep<1rat.cd Flows . 
l\ . Halim 
Unst,:i.:iciy H-:.:it rr ins[ "r Co.]ff ic1Pnt E::stimatio:1 for Long uurutl. 
. l:tj J . .:<. HO.J je 
Mech:inis,ns for 'l''lcmnally-Bnhanced 'larget Couplin9 by Rep?tivcly 
Fulsec1 L_1seors ,{cvisi t.eo. Lt C0l E. J . Jumper 
l\(:i3£:Jti vc Gr id to ;,1i11 imiz~ rrnnc:1 tion Error . Cai:;t s . A. Leone 
CritPrion for J1i:,<n,. -lode Fr'lclurc in Composit,~ &on:..i•:d Joints . 
::, . l'klll 
F in1te-L:lement l\nalysis of Notch End Flexure .:,pccirnens . s . Mall 
Exr~riltient.;11 3uc·din,3 of Cylin...lrical Composi'c.e Panels . I\. N. 
Lulazotto 
Effect of Lo"' Cy::le fdt.19ue at Elevated 'l'emperatures. A. N. 
f. ,lazotto 
Nonlinear r'inite Element Analysis of ·rhicK Compos.ltt? Plates 
Lsing J~lines. ,\. N. Pal.1zott.o 
dilurcation P,1eni)mCn:i in cs·rn Dynamics. Capt J . I:). Plan,.?aux 
i)yn,-tnc Ana]y..,1s ot Hea::i ~lotion . C. rl. Spenny 
~lonl.lnear Ft'c Jb,J.,:K ..:ontrol tor ,~emote Orbital Capture. 
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ENP do-1 52 
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___ ''Participants Reaction to a Quality Circle Program," coauthors R. St.eel, 
A. A. Mento, The Quality Circle Journal, Vol 8, No 4, December 1936. 
Robbins, J. L. "Decision Analysis in Selecting a Cost Model," National 
Estimator , pp 23-26, Spring 1986 •• 
___ "·rhe Irrpact of Computer Technology on the Estimating Environment," 
National Estimator, pp 39-41, Winter 1986. 
___ "Estimating Changes Using Cost-Quality Curve Model," National 
Estimator , pp 9-11, Winter 19~6. 
Robinson, Capt O., "Polyhedral Dynamics as a Tool for Machine-Part Group 
Formation," coauthor L. Ducksetein, International Journal of Production 
Research, Vol 24, No 5, pp 1255-1266, 1986. 
Rogers , Capt s. K., "Adaptive Pointing Breadboard, " coauthors G. A. Vogel, R. 
Lind, Proceedings of DOD Symposium on Military Applications to Electro-
Optics Technology, Orlando FL, pp 200-205, April 1986. 
___ "AFIT SDI Optics and Control Research," Proceedings of First Annual Af'lT 
Syrrposium on SDI Optics and Control Research, WPAFB OH, July 1936. 
___ "SDI Optical Information Processing ," Proceedings of First Annual AFIT 
Syrrposium on SDI Optics and Control Resaarch, 'ivPAFB OH, July 1986. 
"HAVE IACE: Laser Airborne Comnunications Expedment," coauthors R. J . 
-- Feldman, L. B. Mercer , Proceedings of MII.CON 86, Baltimore MD, 
October 1986. 
"Multi-Class Distortion-Invariant Pattern Recognizer," coauthors~-
--- Kobel, T. Martin, M. Kabrisky, Proceedings of SPIE International 
Conference on Intelligent Robots and Machine Vision, Cambridge MA, 
October 1986. 
___ "See Mills, Maj J. P. 11 
Rowell , Lt Col, w. F., "Arms Control Verification: A Guide to Policy Issues 
for the 1980s, Ballinger Publishing Company, Cambridge MA, 1Y86. 
Rutledge, Maj J.C., "Service Education Moves," A. F. r::ngineering & Services 
Quarterly, p 31 , Surrmer 1~86. 
Santos, Capt J. J., "Do You Promote Excellence in Architecture?" The Military 
Engineer, Vol 505 , pp 70-71 , January 19d6 . 
·~at You Should Know About Roofing ," A.F. Engineering & Services 
~~ Quarterly, pp 32- 36 , Sumner 1986. 
Schnell, Maj K. F., "Environmental Assessment- Are You Complying?" 
A.F. Engineering & Services Quarterly, Fall 1980. 
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Scwan.l, Lt Col w. D., "Simulation Moc'lel of a High-Speed Token Passing Bus . 
Avionics Applications," coauthor J. Spieth, Proceedings of Seventh 
Digital Avionics Systems Conference, Fort Worth TX, October 1986. 
___ "A Simulation Model of J\utomatic Signal Analysis in a Prototype Counter-
rreasures Receiver Systems," coauthors J. Dorczuk, C. Ebeling, 
Proceedings of 54th Military Operations Research Symposium, ~vashington 
DC, June 1986. 
"Software I::ngineering at AFll'," coauthors T. C. Hartrum, G. B. Lamont, 
D. s. \~ffinden, Proceedln9s of iX)O Software Engineering Institute First 
Annual Conference on Software Engineering Education, Pittsburgh PA,m 
February 1986. 
Shane, G. S. "See Steel, R. P." 
Shaw, capt w. H., "Design and Simulation of an Office Management Infonnation 
.System," Proceedings of the National Conference of the Institute of 
Industrial Engineering, Boston MA, pp 34-41, December 1986. 
___ "See Garcia, Capt A. B." 
Skelton, M. T., "Aristotle and the Ways We Work Today, Part I Classical 
Rhetoric in Technical Writing Textbooks," Proceedings of 33rd 
International Technical Coamunication Conference, New York ITCC, 
pp 238-242, May 1986. 
Smith, Lt Col P. w., "Item Migration and the Dynamics of Inventory 
Management," coauthor R. Gumbert, Defense Management Journal, 
Vol 22, No 1, 1986. 
Spenny, C. H., "Dynamic Analysis of Head Motion," coauthor J. Wismans, 
MechanisLns of Head and Spine Trauma, ed. A. Sonces, et.al., 
Aloray Press, pp 157-181, M.:1y 1986. 
• 
Steel, R. P., "Impact of Situational Constraints on Subjective and Objective 
Criteria of Managerial Job Performance," coauthor A. J. Mento, 
Organizational Behavior and Hurnan Decision Processes, Vol 37, 
pp 254-265, May 1986. 
___ "Evaluation Research on Quality Circles! Technical and Analytical 
Implications," coauthor G. s. Shane, Hu.rn.30 Relations, Vol 39, pp 449-
466, May 1986. 
"See Rehg, v. R." 
Stibravy, J. A., "'rhe Effect of Wora Processors on Writing ouality," coauthor 
C. E. Beck, Technical Comnunication, Vol 33, No 2, p 84-87. Second 
Quarter, 1986. 
''Steam Technology on the American Forces," Pamphlet Carriage Hill Farm 
--- Press, Dayton OH, May 1 'J86. 
• 
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Stibravy, J. A., "Who's Minding the Future?" coauthor C. L. Pingley, Live 
Team, June 1986. --
Stohrer, F. F., "Reassessing Education's Role Within the Global Village: Where 
in the World Are we"? " ERIC Database, The National Center for Research in 
Vocational Education, 10 pp, September 1986. 
___ "Annotated Bibliographic Entries," Chapter in Book, Longman Bil>lioqraphy 
of Cooposition and Rhetoric, Vol I, Longman Green, Inc. Publishers, 
1986. 
Squires, Maj s., "Resources for National Defense," Army Logisticians, January 
1986. 
Tatman, Capt J. A. , "Decision Processes in Influence Diagrams: Formulation 
and Analysis," Ph.D., Dissertation, Department of Engineecing-Economic 
Studies, Stanford University, 1986. 
"Dynamic Influence Diagrams," coauthor R. Shachter, Proceedings of .l.'DlS/ 
-- ORSA Joint National Meeting, Los Angeles CA, April 1986. 
Terzuoli, A. J., "Physical Optics Mcrlel of Side Lobe Nulling cy Discs on a 
Parabolic Reflector," coauthor D. A. Trapp, Proceedings of An."'lual Joint 
Electronic Warfare Conference, Eglin AFB FL, May 1986. 
___ ''Preliminary Algorithm Definition for the VLSI Implementation of Electro-
magnetic Scattering Calculations Used in Radar Cross Section 
Prediction," coauthors L. E. Jones, R. w. Lindenna.n, D. A. Lee, 
Proceedings of Annual Joint Electronic Warfare Conference, Eglin I\Fd FL, 
May 1986. 
__ "Physical Optics Model of Side Lobe Nulling by Discs on a Parabolic 
Reflector," coauthor D. A. •rrapp, Proceedings of International IEEE/APS 
Syrcposium and ORSI Meeting, Philadelphia PA, Vol 2, pp 935, June 1986. 
___ "Phased Array Antenna Patter:1 Optimization with Failed Elements," co-
author B. F. Collins, z. H. Lowa.ntowicz, Proceedings of 1986 Antenna 
Application Symposium, Urbana IL, September 1986. 
___ "NU£rerical Electromagnetic Digested for student Consumption," coauthor 
J. s. Macias, J.P. Skinner, Proceedings of 16th Annual Frontiers in 
Education Conference, Arlington TX, pp 153-158, October 1986. 
___ "Phase Array Antenna Pattern Optimization with Failed Elements," 
coauthors B. F. Collins, Z. H. Lowantovicz, Proceedings of International 
Syrrposium on Antenna, Nice, France, November 1986. 
___ "See Kitchen, Maj D.R." 
•rom, Maj S. T., "Economizer Control Systems," coauthor D. K. Dickson, 
ASHRAE Journal, Vol 28, pp 32-36, September 1986. 
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Torvik, P. J., "On the Fractional calculus Model of Viscoelastic Behavior,. 
co3uthor R. L. Bagley. Journal of Rheology, Vol 30, No 1, pp 133-155, 
February 1986. 
"Education for Space Technology at the Air Force Institute of 
-- l'echnology," Proceedings SDIO/IST Pathways to Space Workshop, pp 254-
276 , 1986. 
"rhe Need for Major Revisions in Education," Urban Resources, Vol 3, 
No 4, pp 21-24, SU!Tlller 1986. 
"A COfll)arison of NASI'RAN (Cosmic) and Experirrent.al Results for the 
Vibration of 'rhick Open Cylindrical Cantilevered Shells," coauthor 
W. L. Mindle, Proceedings 1986 NAECON Users Colloquium. 
l'riscari, Capt T. , Jr . , "Res.:nrch Nee::is for Artificial Intelligence in 
Manufacturing," Proceedin3s of First Annual Conference on Aerospace 
Applications of Artificial Intelligence, Dayton OH, Maren 1986. 
_ __ "t{esearch Planning Assessment for Applications of Artificial Intelligence 
in Manufacturing," co:iuthor R. rlengehold, Technical Report, AfWA.L..JJ.'R-86-
4018, July 1986. 
Wells, R. L., Curing A Cnronic Delinquency Problems," Proceedings of National 
Contracting :-tanagement Association NOVA Chapter Conference, April 1986. 
___ " 'I'"ne Industrial Base Under Siege," Proceedings of the Futu~ e Role of 
Mobilization In Natwnal Security , " The Industrial College of the A 
Forces, pp 309-310, November 1986. 
"IBCA: An Incentive for Contractors to M.aet Defense Specs," Government 
executive, pp 42-44, November/December 1986. 
~ndhal.m, Lt Col J. W., "Optilml Continuous Control for Remote Orbital 
Capture," coauthor B. A. Conway, AIM Journal of Guidance, Control and 
Dynair~cs, Vol 9, No 2, pp 149-155, March/April 1986. 
"Nonlinear Feedback Control for Remote Orbital capture," coauthor B. A. 
- -- Conway, AIAA Journal of Guidance, Control , and Dynamics, Vol 9, No 6 , 
pp 657- 662 , November 1986. 
"Mini.mum Impulse Orbital Evasive Maneuvers," coauthor R. C. Burk , AIM 
~ -- paper no. 85- 2060, Pr0-..'"'eedin3s, AIAA/'AAS Astrodynamics Conference, 
August 1986. 
Wiesel , vi , B. , "See Calico, R. A. " 
_ _ _ "Sec Calico, R. A." 
Worsley , Maj w. H., "Trajectory Estimation With Multiple Sensors Using Angle-
Only ~ieasurements , "coauthors ·r. D. SnCM, D. J. Biezad, Proceedings of 
Alf.V\ SF'l'E 3rc.l Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas NV, Paper 86- 9770, 
April 1986 . ~ 
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___ "·rrajectory Estimation with Angle-Only Measurements Using Multiple 
Sensors," coauthors T. D. Snow, D. J. Biezad, Proceedings of N.'\E:;.;0,l ou, 
Dayton OH, Vol 1, pp 273-278, May 1986. 
Umphress, Maj D. A., "Verification of Uses Identity Via Keyboard 
Characteristics," coauthors J. Legett, G. Williams, Proceedings of th:? 
Syrrposium on Human Factors in Management Information Systems, Coll~~e 
Station Texas, October 1986. 
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PR.ESENrATI01'6 Ct-1986 
Allen, Maj M. K., "Artificial Inte .... llgence Applied to Logistics," 
Society of Logistics Engineers , Sacranent CA, 
13 January 1986 
___ , "Expert Systems for Logistics," First Annual Southern Logistics 
Conference, Los Angeles CA, 1 March 19d6 
___ , "Support of .ZU Systems for Integrated Diagnostic, 11 Air Force 
Conference on Artificial lntelligence, University of Color3cto, 
~oulder CO, 31 July 1986 
, "Expert Systems for Logistics: The Road Ahead,'' 21st Inte rnation3.l 
---Symposium of the Society of Logistics Engine~rs, Haltimore :10 , 
12 August 1986 
___ , "IMA-1: An Expert System for Inventory Management," 2nd Annual 
Aerospace Applications of Artificial Intellig,~nce, Conference , 
Dayton on, 15 October 1986 
,"Artificial Intelligence and Logistics," Society of Logistics 
---Engineers , Dayton OH, 4 December 1986 
, "The Air Force Logistics Com.iands AI Insertion Program," l~aval 
---Conference on Artificial lntetligence, Center for Nnval Analysis, 
Washington DC , 8 December 1981.i. 
Allen, R. F., "Efficiency as a Source of the Market Shar~ Profit 
Relationship," International Atlantic Economic Conference, Boston AA, 
August 1986 
Alley, Capt W. D., "Current and Future of CADD in Engineering and Servic11s 
Organizations ," Engineering and Services Information Managem:mt 
Systems Executive Corrrni ttee, Lowry AFB CO, October 1 !186 
___ , "CAOD/CAM Applications for Engineering and Services," 1986 Engineer in::, 
and Services Worldwide Conference, Homestead AFB FL, Dece.'Tlber 19%. 
Andrews, Capt R. A., "Logistics Quantitative Techniques," Society of 
Logistics Engineers, Dayton OH , 9-16 September 1986 
, "Logistics SuI?port Analysis," wright State University, Dayton :)d , 
--9 October 1 9d6 
Bailey, w. F., "rhe Transverse Dyn:.miics of Space-Cnarge Limited Diex1cs," 
coauthor •r. M. Schaefer , Fall Meeting of the Ohio Section of th~ 
American Physical Society, October 1986 
, "Electron Energy Distributions in :-l.agnetlc -'1ulticusp Hydr~en 
---Discharge," coauthor R. G. Jones, IV International Symposiu11 on th0 
Prcxiuction :md Neutralization of Negative lons and Beains , Dece,1\ber 1j ~6 
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Bailey, w. F.,"fhe Future of Directed Energy Weapons," Ohio Arms Control 
Seminar, 6 December 1 ~d6 
,"Diffusion an<l Free FlCM Through a Magnetic Filter," coauthor R. G. 
---Jones, Iv Internationdl Syrnposiurn on the Production and Neutralization 
of Negative Ions and Beams, December 1986 
,"Meoical l\pplications of Laser Technology," Ophthamology ;;;ubsession 
~--of the 34th Annual Symposium of the Society of Air Force Clinical 
Surgeons , Dayton OH, 29 April - 1 )l.:ly 1Y86 
Dierck, t·t:lj W. J. , Jr., "Education at the School of Civil Engineering," 
Power Conditioning and Continuation lnterfacin9 Equi~nt Conference, 
HcClellan AFB CA, August 1986 
, "Astronautical Educational Program at l\FIT," I::ngineering and Services 
---Roles and Requirements in Space Conference, Colorado Sprcngs CO, 
Sept11mbcr 1986 
• 
___ ,"rhe Future of Energy Management and Control System Education at AFIT," 
MAJC0.11 EMCS 1tJorkshop, Randolpn AFB ·rx, November 1986 
Lt Col D. J. Biezad, "Computer-Assisted Pilots: The Ultimate Intedace Design 
l'asK ," coauthor s. E. Cross, ASEE Annual Section Meeting, .vest Lafayette 
IN, October 19d6 
, "Implerrenting and •resting a Robot Simulator," coauthors G. Y. Greig , • 
---A. Karnick , G. B. Latnont, ASBE Annual Section Meeting, West Lafayette 
October 1986 
, "rest Pilot Evaluation of the Closed-Looi? 'GRl\TE ' Flight 1'est 
---Technique," coauthor s . Sturrrcr, 22nd Annual Conference of 'lanual 
Control, Dayton OH, July 1986 
,"Laser Feedback Control Design for Passive Ring Laser Gyros in High 
---3-;;?nsitivity Applications," co3.uthors M.A. Lorenz , J. R. Rotge, 
National -pJAA Guidance, i~~vigation and Control Conference, Williamsburg 
vA, Au-:3ust l 9!:i6 
, "Ot>tical ~·eedback Stabilization of Laser Diodes for Rotation Sensing 
---Af)E-lications," coauthor D. J. Stech, SPIE Fiber/L.l\SE '86 Conforcnce, 
Cambridge MA, September 1986 
,"Las~r Feedback Control Design for Passive Ring Laser Gyros in a Very 
--- Hign Finesse Cavity," coauthor M. Lorenz, G. Shaw, SPIE International 
Symposium on Optical and Optoelectronic Applied Sciences and Engineering, 
Quebec City, Canada, June 19~6 
___ ,"Synthesis and Test Issu2s for Future Aircraft Inertial Systems 
Integration," NABCON 86 , .)ayton OH, May 1986 
,"Performance Characteristics of Transponder-Aided Versus GPS-Aided 
---Inertial Navigation Syst~:rs ," coauthor C. o. Smith, AIAA 3£-'rC 3rd Flig. 
·resting Conference, Las Vdgas NV, April 1986 
104 
Siezad, Lt Col D. J. "See Worsley, :,1aj w. H." 
___ ,"See ,vorsley, ~1aj w. H." 
f:slake, Capt L. J. , "Financial Management Overview," Project IMAGE! worksl iop, 
'i'yndall AFB FL, February 1 %6 
_ __ , "Financial Management Applications , " SAC Funds Managers Conferenc~ , 
Offutt AFB NE, February 1986 
Bowman, Lt Col T. , "Engineering Data Data," En9ineering Data Management 
Officers Association, Andrews AFB DC, 14 May 1986 
Bridgman, c. J. , "Nuclear Power: How Did we Get In This ~-less?" A Depart:.m.?nt.al 
Seminar, College of Wooster , De[)8rt11ent of Physics, 2.S April 1~tl6 
Brown , Capt T. w., "Bill of Material Analysis, " National Contract Manageme nt 
Association, Nashville •rN, March 1986 
Cain, J . P. , "Military Lease vs Buy: An Analysis of the OHB Dir:-ective , " co-
author K. Feldman, ORSA/I'IMS Conference, Los Angeles CA, April 1986 
___ , "See Moore , A. El. " 
_ __ , "::,ee Moore, A. l-l. " 
Calico, R. A., "Control of Periodic Systems , " Invited .3eminar, University of 
Cincinnati , June 1986 
,"Model Reduction and Nodal Assignment in Decoupled Control," coauthor 
~,. Varhola, AIM Guidance and Control Confer:-ence , Williamsbuq VA, 
August 1986 
_ __ , "Modeling of Rigid and Elastic Aircraft Dynamics for Flight Control 
Develo~-nent , 11 coauthors J. Cerra, T. E. Noll , AI.l\A Atmospheric Flight 
Mechanics Conference, Williamsburg VA, August 1986 
,"Flight Test Evaluation of Techniques to Predict Longitudinal Pilot-
- --Induced Oscillations, " coauthors 8. Bjorkman, J . T . Silverthorn, 
williantsburg VA, August 1986 
,"The Facts of Structural Perturbations on Decoupled Control," coauLllor 
- - -R. Hinrichsen, European Space Agency Conference on .::i!?acc Fli3l1t 
Mechanics , Dannstadt, West Germany, October 1986 
Cam;;>bell , Capt c . L. , "AFI'r R&il Program, II AFSC/Af'J.£. Reliability and 
Maintainability Conference, ~'VPAFB OH , 28 October 1936 
Campbell , D. E. , "Creativ0 'l'eam Building , 11 1986 Pr-ofessional Association tor 
Retardation Conference Columbu.s OH , 7 November 19B6 
, "Educating the Logistician of tha Future, 11 Society of Logistics 
---Engineers Symposium, Baltimore MO, 11-14 August 19&b 
, "Getting Along ..;ith Difficult People , 11 Air Force Secretary Serr·ina r, 
- - Dayton OH , 25 June 1986 
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Campbell, D. ~., "ream Building," u.ayton Voluntary 1\ction, "Vol venture 86" .. 
i~1..,y1on<1l Confe rence, 0,1yto11 Ou, May 19S&. ,a 
, ":1yers-8r iggs Type Inuicutor and Its Impact on Adult Educdtion," Onio 
---Association ot Adult and -.::)11tinuin~ Educator, Columous Oil , .:6 April 19S6 
, "i'lanagefoent Style .::m<l •ream Building," Federal Women ' s Program 
- --Comnittec, Charleston SC, 23-LS \pril lY~o 
, "Helping Learners Learn: A Study of Learning Preferences 
- --Tedching f:>Lyle , and Le;:irnil')3 Systems," 4t11 Air Force Conrerence on 
rechnology in rraining and Education, MontgomPry AL, 11 March 1986 
Cnristenszn, Lt Col B. P. , "Irrportance ot Goal Setting aoo 'rhen ,\chieving 
·rnose uoals , " Young Women of the Medway ~-Jorld, Springfiel<l oo , 
29 January 1986 
Clark, Lt Col C. ·r., "Productivity Analysis , " Society of Logistics Engineers, 
:)ayton Oil, 7 :,tarch l 9u6 
Conner, Capt H. R., "Contr<-1.::::ting Alternatives," AFLC Executive t .inagcment 
Seminar, Bergamo Ccnt~r, 30 J~nuary 1986 
,"Contract Modifications , " International Economic Consultdnts, Beijing 
~~PRC, 9 September 1986 
,"U.S. Corrpetitive System," Sichuan Institute of Finance "ln::J Economics ~ 
~~Chengdu PRC, 18 September 19d6 ~ 
, "Professionalism, Pro:not1on :ind You , " i:.xecutive Oevelopnent Association, 
--Dayton OB, 10 December 19% 
Cross , Maj S. E., "Functional Reasoning in Analog Circuits," NAECOl~ 86 ', 
Dayton OB , May 1986 
, " SEr{rINEL: An Expert System Decision Aio for a Coomand , Control, and 
--- COtllTtunications Operator, " co"luthors s. Rogers, D. •robet, SP le 1986 
~ymposiuin, Boston MA, April 1~36 
,"Air Force Applications in Artificial Intelligence," Annual Meeting of 
- - the Advisory 13odrd, WPAF8 , April 1986 
, "Air Force Research t{equirements in Art1.ficial Intelligen=~, " workshop 
--- on Puturn Directions in Expert Systems, Edinburgh, Scotland, June 1986 
, "~la) S. E., "A Fighter Pilot's Aid for 1'actical Mission Planning," 
~ --Bxpert Systems in Govcrnroent Conf~r~ncc, Washington DC, October 1986 
, "AI Approacres in Ta.::tical Mission Planning," Digital Avionic 
- - -Contenmce, Dallas TX , Dece,nber 1 9~6 
___ , "See Biezaj, Lt Col D. J. " 
Daneman, J . C., "How Good is <.>ur LSBF at Predicting ," Intern:1tional Societ4 
Parametric Analysts , Kansas 1..1ty ·1v, 13 Maren 1986 • 
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Davis, Capt N. J., "Performance Stuc,ies of Multi-Packet Multistage Cube 
Networks and Comparison to Circuit Switching," 1986 Internatiomll 
Conference on Parallel Processing, Chicago IL, Au9ust 1986 
,"An Overview of the PASM Parallel Processing System, " co!:luthor;; H.J . 
---Siegel, T. Schwederski, J. T. Kuen, IEEE Corrputer Society, washington ::X:, 
1986 
Dean, W. A., "Incorporating Logistics in the Systems Design Process," 
Electronic Industries Conference, Seattle ~-JA , 15 September 1986 
Delaney, Lt Col G. L., "Efficiency Assessment of Contracting Officer lnvolved 
in USAF Weapon System Acquisition," O.RSA/r!M.3 Joint National Meeting, 
Los Angeles CA, 16 ~pril 1986 
___ , "Logistics and Contracting," National Purchasing Management Association 
Symposium, Mansfield OB , 22 October 1986 
___ ,"Comnercial Purchasing and Goverl1!'00nt Procurement: A Comparison," 
Miami University, Oxford OH, 12 November 1986 
Demidovich, J. w., "Creativity in Health Care Industry," Association o: 
Terminal Care Professionals, Springfield OH, 7 January 19$6 
,"Creative Leadership," Ohio Fellows Group, Sinclair Conrnunity College, 
--, 1 January 1986 
___ , "Creative Thinking ," Defense Systems Management College, Pt Belvoir VA., 
28-29 January 1986 
___ ,"Creativity," worldwide C0inrissary Conference, San Antonio TX, 
5-7 February 1986 
___ ,"Innovations in Management Infonnation Systems," Association for Systems 
Mana':)ement, Dayton OH, lij February 1986 
___ ,"Creativity in the Defense Environment," National Estimating Societ:.y, 
Dayton OH, 28 February 1996 
, "·rhe Need for Innovations," American Society of Military Comptrollers, 
--Ft McPherson GA, 19 March 1 9E6 
___ ,"Creative Management," Defense Contractors Association, Atlanta GA, 
20 March 1986 
, "Innovations in Logistics, 11 Society of Logistics Engineers, Dayton OH, 
--3 P.pr il l 986 
___ , "The Need for Creativity in Infonnation Management," Associated 
Information ~anagers Conferer1ce, Boston '1A, 14-15 April 1986 
___ , "Creativity and •ream,.,ork," AFI.C Chaplain Conference, Dayton OH, 6 '•larch 
1986 
,"Interpreneuring," volunteer venture 1986, University of Dayt:on, 
--8 May 1986 
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Dcinidovich, J. '#.,"Creative Tninking, 11 N::itional Health .ll.dv1sors Conference,. 
D• .. mvcr CO, 1 3 '1ay 1 %6 
, "Ima:iineer lng," N,wy :.-lic:ro/0\ Conference, Virginia I3cach vi\, 
--LU-22 ,'13Y 198& 
, "Id,?as for Tomorrow," lntern:ltional Personnel Management Association 
---MeeLrng, Mauison wl, ~-11 Jun(.! 19:16 
, "Creative Tt1inking, 11 Ju:ility Improvement Yvor.r<:shop Meeting, Dayton OH, 24 
--Jun 1986 
___ ,
111Jeas for Tomorrow, " Lions Club, Fairborn Oti, 21 July 1936 
, "Cr.::!'l~_iv~ Thinking, 11 Defense Sysu~ms ~anayement College, Ft.. Belvoir vf\, 
--23 July 1986 
Dilla, C:ipt I3. L. , "Survey ().~veloj?-nent, 11 rest and Evaluation Conference, 
\,ilocrtorw. University, ,W March 19.>6 
, "uiffer ing Attributions of Leadersc1ip by Leaders and Their Supervisors," 
---Psy~hclogy in th.J 001) Syrq;,osi1..1.11, USAF Ac:idemy CO, 17 April 1986 
, "Roles of the Mentor as Percei ve<l by the ttentor and the Prote9e," 
--Psycl1olo,3y in the DOD 3ymposiu.'TI, USAF l\cademy CO , 17 April 1986 
Donlan, Capt B. J., "A Placement and Routing System for Wafer Scale," coaut-
J. F. i'1cD0nald, IEEE International Conterence on Canputer-Aided Desig 
Santa Clara CA, November 1986 
Dorko, E. A. , "Experimental Study of the Level-to-Level Rotationally Inelastic 
Tr..insition Rates of lodine Monofluoriae During Collisions with Noble 
G,3ses, " coauthors L. Banko, P. J. wolf , M. McAuliffe, AFilL/AfIDA , Sixth 
International Symposium on Gas Flow =1.nd Chemical Lasers, Jerusalem, 
lsrael, September 1986 
Drag i ch , ~laj D. P ., "AFIT Educational Programs," MAC Worldwide Mobility 
Conference, McChord AFl.3 l'IA, 2-4 Decernber 1986 
Dumond , Lt Col J ., "Improving Firm Perfonnance in an Uncertain Suf>ply 
t::nv ironn~nt," Decision Sciences Annual Meeting, Honolulu ::II , 
24 November 1986 
Ebeling , Lt Col C. E. , "Methodological Issues in Modeling Star ,v;1.rs," 
OKSA/rINS Conrerence, Los Angeles CA, April 1~86 
Elliot, Capt G. G., Jr. , "Customer Services , " Worldwide Production Control 
Chic ts Conferenc-= , Ranst:ein AFB, ;.Jest Germ:my, August l %6 
,"Customer Service," USAF Food Services Workshop, Grissom AFB lN , 
--August 1986 
, "Customer Service, 11 EngJ neerin9 and Services Worldwide Operations and. 
---Maintenance Confernncc, i:-1evJ Orleans LA, September 1986 
___ , "Sec Nay , Col M. W. , Jr. " 
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El rod, w. C., "A Transient 'l'echnique for Investigatin<:3 Heat Transfer to a 
Flat Plate, " co:iuthors J. i:;. Hitchcock, P. K. Fillingham, /UM 12th 
Annual Mini-Symposium on Aerospace Scienc1:.. .~i . Technology, AFI'l', 
Wright-Patterson AFB OH , 26 March 19d6 
"Effects of Surface Roughness on Pressure Distribution and Boundary Layer 
---Over Canpressor Blades at High Re in A 2-D CascaGe," 
coauthor L. D. Williams, AIAA 12th Annual Mini-Symposium on Aerospace 
Science and Technology, AFTr , wright-Patterson AFB OH , 26 March 1 :Jou 
_ _ _ ,"See Franke, M. E." 
Epstein , s . J. , "Technical Infornation Resources ~nagement," Aerospace 
I ndustries Association, Dayton OH, 19 March 1986 
_ __ , "Planning of a Data Management Career Field, " American Defense 
Preparedness Association, Orlando FL, 20 ''1ay 19tS6 
Farr , Maj C. M., "Managing International High-Tech Pr-oJects," O,~A/1'1 "3 Jo inc 
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VII. MASTER' S THESES TITLES 
Calendar Year 1986 - Summary 
BY 3P•)NS0RS BY Ot::PAR'I',-11::L~TS * 
ASD 45 ENG 104 
l\FFDL 35 LSM 51 
AFAL 30 ENY 45 
HQ USAF 29 :::NS 43 
HQ AFLC 1 8 8NP 30 
Space Command 1 7 LS't 26 
RADC 1 2 LS!{ 22 
l.\AJ'1RL 1 1 EllC 1 b 
AFAPL 1 0 LSP 1 1 
AFMPC 1 0 LSJ u 
A.PIT 10 DEM e 
HQ MAC 9 JE'.r 7 
OSD/SDIO 9 LS J 
AFOSR J Othe rs •> 
HQ SAC u ·ruTAL 3 ti 2 
HQ TAC 7 










Tnree e ach from WR- ALC , AFATL , AU , 2750A~W, D1SAM , usn, ~FG~~c. 
AFOM5 ; Two each from AFF'rC , BSD, U.S . Marine , USI\I , HQ ATC, r,s.·c , 
AFSCF , Egypt, Turkey ; One each from AFGL, 495 0rw , AFLMC, AF~LC , 
D2AA , AFRPL , A,•lD , FJSRL , l\FEWC , AFCSA , 1843EI G , IJQ AISD , d,.J Jl3C, 
U3AF Academy , AR1"C0S, AF'fAC , MAAG - Pe r tug al , Los Alamos, Bra.=.; i 1 , 
Portugal , Sin9apore 















HASl'ER'S THESES TITLES 
CALENDAR YFAR 1986 
"rotal- Ease" - A Personal-Computer 
Based Expert Systein For Control 
System Engineering 
Velocity Minimization For Satellite 
Evasion 
An Analysis Of Space Station Motion 
Subject To The Parametric Excitation 
Of Periodic Elevator Motion 
Estimation Of ICBM Performance 
Parameters 
Effects Of Corona On Heat Transfer 
In An Enclosure 
Optimal Shuttle Altitude Changes 
Using 'rethers 
T"wo-Di.mensional Elastic Analysis 
By Tne Boundary Ele.~nt Method 
Periodic Orbits About Rotating 
Asteroids In Free Space 
Numerical Study Of Supersonic Flows 
Using Different Techniques 
Unsteady Heat Transfer Resulting 
From The Rapid Charging Of An 
Evacuated Tank With Conducting Walls 
Effects Of Free-Stream Turbulence 
Fru~ A Circular Wall Jet On Flat 
Plate Heat Transfer And Boundary 
Layer f'la.v 
Detumbling Of ·rwo Inter-Connected 
Rigid Bodies Using Liapunov Methods 
For Feedback Control 
Optimal Continuous Thrust Orbital 
Evasive Maneuvers From Geosynchronous 
Orbit 
135 
Lt M. w. Sct1illcr 
ciponsor: AFFDL 
Maj M. J • Beauchamp 
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Comnand 
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Coomand 
Capt K. S. Crumpton 
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Capt D. D. Dy~r, Jr. 
Sponsor: AFAPL 
Capt R.R. Fish~r 
Sponsor: Space 
Comnand 
Capt F. R. Harris 
Sponsor: AFFDL 
Lt K. D. Hicks 
Sponsor: Space 
Corrmand 
Capt G. "'· Hub:-rd 
Sponsor : AFFD:W 
Lt D. E. Lilei~1s 
Sponsor: A.1-'FDL 
M3j R. Maa•1ulli.I'! 
Sponsor: AfAPL 
Capt M. P. Paquette 
Sponsor : Ai:'FDL 
Capt R. D. 
Preissin9er 
Sponsor: Spac, • 
Comnand 
GA/M/860-14 













Star Sensor Fine Attitude Pointing 
Model For A Spinning Geosynchronous 
Satellite 
Numerical Solution Of Laminar And 
•rurbulent Boundary Layer Equ3.tions 
Including Transition, And Experunental 
Study Of A Flat Plate With A Blunt 
Fin At Incidence 
Tne Collapse Of Composite Cylindrical 
Panels With Various Cutout Locations 
Considering ~Laterial Degradation 
An Experiment.al Investigation Of A 
Circular Thrust Augmenting Ejector 
Flight 'l'est £valuation Of Techniques 
To Predict Longitudinal Pilot Induced 
Oscillations 
Modelling Of Rigid-Body And Elastic 
Aircraft Dynamics For Flight Control 
Develoµnent 
.l\n Inviscid Approach ro Tandem ~anard 
Systems 
Investigation Of Electromagnetic 
Scattering Effects From Aeroelastic 
Deformations 
A Study Of Fluid-Dynamic Pressure 
Fields On Compressor Rned Valves 
Effects Of Cutout Orientation On 
Natural Fr equencies And Mode Shapes 
Of Curved Rectan;ular Composite Panels 
Numerical Stl.ldy Of High Speed Viscous 
Flows 
Examination Of High Performance 
Polymer Fibers Under COJ:ll)ressive 
De fo rma t i on 
Thermal Shock R9sistance Of Mullite-
Based Sic-Whisker Composites 
Boundary Layer Disturbances Caused 
ay Periodic Heading Of A Thi n Ribbon 
136 
Capt J . V. Taylor. 
IV 
Sponsor: AFAL 
Capt A. J. Chen 
Sponsor: 'AFwAL/ 
FIM 
Lt M. F. Hermsen 
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FIBRA 
Capt G. C. Uhuaa 
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Capt A. R. Beck 
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Capt C. J.C. 
Coleman, Jr. 
Sponsor: AFAPL 
Capt G. J. Cyr 
Sponsor: AFFDL 
Capt K. B. Jochum 
Sponsor: AFFDL 
Capt R. L. Keller 
Sponsor : Al<~WAL 
ffill,1 
Lt W. H. Kelly , II 
Sponsor: AFwAL/ 
MLIJ,1 
Capt L. Kudelka 
















Experim:ntal Stu<iy Of Axisyinretric 
Confined Jet Thrust Vector Control 
l'iozzle Performance And Behavior 
Improved Modelling Of Structural 
Joint Darrping 
Material Dampin ~12asurements Of 2D 
Carbon-Carbon Composite Beams 
Alpha- Beta Stability Boundaries For 
The T-46A 
Surface Roughn~ss: lts Effects On 
The Performance Of A Tow-Di~nsional 
Compressor cascade 
Modelling Rigid-Body And Elastic 
Aircraft Dynamics For Flight Control 
Develor,xn2nt 
Investigation Of Shrouded Nozzle 
Exit Pressure Chang~s 
An Investigation Of Heat Transfer 
ro A Sharp Edged flat Plate Using 
A ShOCJ< Tube 
A Redefined Hydraulic Diameter For 
Laminar F'la.., 
Collapse Analysis Of Cylindrical 
Couix:>site Panels dith Large Cutouts 
Under An ~xial Lo1d 
Investiga~ion Of 2-10 Control Surface 
Failures And Opti>nal Setting Of 
Functional Controls 
Stability And Con~rolability Of A 
Thick Delta ~ ing 
LQC/LTR Digital Control Law Desi,3n 
Of A Robust Lateral Directional 
CGT/PI/KF Flight Controller For The 
Stol F-15 In Landing Configuration 
Experimental Control Of Simultaneously 
Excited Structural Modes 
137 
Lt P. G. Lambert 
S;,onsor: AFO. ;.., 
Lt G. L. Lelk\.•r 
::,ponsor: AFFDL 
Capt E. S. tull r 
Sponsor: l\F! U.. 
R. C. Mutz:nan 
Sponsor: AFPI'C 
Cupt J. R. Poulin 
(Canada) 
Sponsor : APN~L/Pvi'C 
Capt J. L. Ric~-t 
..:,ponsor : Af ,., \:.., 
capt D. Ro.::3ers 
.::,ponsor: AF1,I\L 
i?OTC 
Capt 8 . J • .::,m1tn 
Sponsor : A~.;iu,/ 
Pore 
Cdpt B. J . Suth ff land 
S~nsor: AFFDL 




Lt E. Y. 'l'u1·na1 
(·rurkey) 
Sponsor: APFDL 
Capt R. A. ,Jagncr 
Sponsor: T.\FWAL/ 
r'IMB 
~pt. ,'1. S . Sobot.4 
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Applications, Al~orithms, And 
Simulation 
Performance Evaluation Of Purallel 
Branch and Bound search On The Intel 
IPSC Hyt>ercube 
An Artificial Intelligence Aid For 
B-18 Mission Replanning 
Prototype Knowledge Acquisition And 
Representation Editor For The F-16 
Flight Domain 
Investigation Of Speaker- Indeperrlent 
Word Recognition Using Multiple 
F'eature, Decision :-1echanism.s, And 
Template Sets 
Design Of A TCP And IP Subset For 
Intel 86/310 Ccriputers 
VHDL Hardware SLwlator Using 
Parallel Proc€ssors 
A Scheme- Based System For 
Boolean Reasoning 
A W-Gramnar Description For Ada 
A Bapid Prototyping Approach To 
Software Validation 
Modeli ng The Anisotropic Conductivity 
Of The Cerebral Cortex 
An Implein~ntation Of A Language 
Analyzer For ·rhe Very High Speed 
Integrated Circuit Hardware 
Description Language 
Artificial Intelligence Concepts 
And The War Gaming Enviro!'lll'ent: 
A Case Study Using The 'l'empo 1,lar 
Game 
An Analysis Tool In A Knowledge 
Based Software Engineering 
Environment 
Diagnosis Of Analog Electronic 
Circuits : A Functional Approach 
138 
R. w. Brower 
Spunsor: AEWAL/ 
Al:\DE-3 
Capt R. T. Mraz 
Sponsor: OSD/SDIO 
capt w. M. smith 
Sponsor: A.SD /8 1 M 
• 
Capt D. A. Sobota 
Sponsor: AF'tJAL/CCU 
& FIGL 
Capt M. A. Brusuelas 
Sponsor/AA.'iRL/BBA 
Lt N. B. Hetzel 
Sponsor: AFvv"AL/ 
MDE 
capt M. s. Kamrowski 
Sponsor: AFWAL/AADE 
capt ~I. L. Fauset" a 
Sponsor: AFI'r ~ 
Lt R. A. Flowers 
Sponsor: ESD/XRSE 
Capt H. L. Rogers 
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Lt \,v. J • Szarek 
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capt Frauenfelder 
Sponsor : AFAL 
Capt G. B. white 
Sponsor: AU/SOS/ 
EDCX 
Capt D. W. Fautheree 
Sponsor : ~~ 

















Analysis , Definition, And 
Implementation Of A Network-Based 
Microconputer Software Developnent 
E:nvironment For The A.FIT Digital 
Engineering Laboratory 
Design And Inplementation Of Data 
Base Management System For The 
Organization Stru~ture Of The 
Egyptian Armed Forces 
Develof{Tlent Of A User Friendly DBMS 
Front-End 
A Microccxnputer Network Based On 
Distributed Data Processing For The 
Brazilian Air Force Operational 
Units 
Analysis And Develoµuent Of A 
Distributed Database Design Method-
ology For The Uni tea States Army 
Maneuver Control System 
Design Of A Data Dictionary Editor 
For A Distributed Software Develop-
ment Environment 
Copyright, Patent, And Trade Secret 
Protection Of Software 
Parameter Estimation For The Blind 
Restoration Of Blurred Imagery 
A Comparison Of Selected Regular 
Structures In r-MOS VLSI Technology 
Validation Of A Structure Mode l Of 
Computer Corrpile 'l'ime 
Motion Sickness: A Study Of Its 
Etiology And A Statistical Analysis 
A Motion Sickness Prediction Model 
And System Description 
A Conputer- Aided Tool For Soft~are 
Managers 
A CCfCPuter Aided Tool For Entity-
Relationship Database Design 
139 
Capt C. w. H3ItltX?rq u , 
J r . 
Sponsor-: Z\Fl'f 




E9yptian Armed Forc;s 
Capt S. Gusukuma 
Sponsor: ASD/SI 
Lt Colo. L. Brito 
Sponsor: Brazilian 
Air Force 
Capt O. E. Harwood 
Sponsor: USA, 
Ft Monmouth~ 
Capt J. w. Foley 
Sponsor: ASD 
Capt R. A. Ma~nan 
Sponsor: Hi.J A.FL~ 
Lt M. Cincio3lu 
Sponsor: Pru/3~HA 
Lt R. J. 
Schlegel.mi lch 
Sponsor: APOSR 
Capt R. s. ll\;;,.ness 
Sponsor: ASD 
Capt R. D. Mi l l~ r 
Sponsor: A,~'v\tli,/CC 
Capt D. R. Hartle 
Sponsor: M'1Ri../-.'.C 
Capt s. L. Peralas 
Sponsor: ASD 















Knc,,.,,ledge-Based Simulation Of 
B.:lllistic Missile Defense Resource 
Allocation 
Dynamic Software Project Management 
Automatic Sc,:?ne Analysis Using 
Heirarchical Spatial Frequency 
Dom3in Correlation With Energy 
Normalization And Heuristic Noise 
Reduction 
A Study And Impleirentation Of An 
Automatically Retargeti09 Microcode 
Compiler System 
Virtual COlntUnications To A3D's 
Cray Corcputer Via AFI'f Data 
Cocnnunications Resources 
A Pilot's Planning Aid For Route 
Selection And Tnreat Analysis In A 
Tactical Environrrent 
A Decision Support System For Database 
Management System Selection 
Evaluation And Application Of The 
Network Coom.mication Vulnerability 
Assessment Methodology 
A Knowledge-Based System For Load 
Planning Hazardous cargo 
VBDL Simulator 
Design Of A Requirement Analysis 
Design-'l'ool Integrated With A 
Data Dictionary ln A Distributed 
Software Develoµnent Enviro!'l~nt 
Performance Cccnparison Of Four 
State-of-the-Art Architectures 
Knowledge-Based ~rPG For Atlas 
The Graphical Kernel System: 
A Standards Irrplcmentation 
140 
Capt .J. V. GiordA 
Sponsor: RJ\DC/C08S 
Capt D. A. Guido 
Sponsor: ASD 
Capt c. f. Kelly 
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capt s. L. Decker 
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Capt T. W. Tasseff 
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Lt R. S. Sanborn 
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Le: R. w. Lee 
Sponsor: OSD/8DIO 
capt A. L. Estes 
Sponsor: 
WR-ALC/MAITC 
capt M. W. DeMy 















An Interactive Specification 
Technique 
A Collection And Statistical 
Analysis Of Biophysical Data To 
Predict Motion Sickness 
A Graphics Environment Supporting 
The Rapid Prototyping Of Pictorial 
Cockpit Displays 
A User Interface 'l'oolset For Ada 
Programning Support Environments 
Ada Compiler Evaluation Techniques 
For Real-tine Avionics Applications 
An Application Of Advanced Ada 
Language Features To Data 
Structures In A Graphics Program-
ming Environment 
Investigation Of l'he Coomon APSA 
Interface Set {CAIS) 
A Requirements Ana lysis For 
Iaplementation Of A Vax-Based 
Microcoaputing Environment At AFIT 
Design And Partial Iaplernentation Of 
A Corrputer Controlled Data Collection 
System 
Deconvolution Of Photoluminescence 
Spectra of Al Ga1_ As Grown By MBE 
~ith ~n Arsin~ soufce 
Investigation Of Magnetostatic 
Surface Waves For Anisotopic 
Effects 
Study Of The Effects Of Vibration 
On Inertial Navigation System 
Accuracy 
Analysis Of Transmitter Produced 
Inter-Modulation Interference In 
Colocated VHF Sites Using A 
Microcomputer 
Programning In Fuzzy Logic: Fuzzy 
Prolog 
141 
Maj S. E. Hermar.son 
Sponsor: ASD 
Capt M. R. '.lcPnerson 
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Optical Pattern Recognition Using 
Synth,?tic Disc. riminanc r'unctions 
funcJ:urent1J s Of 1 nErnred Signatures 
QPI' Digital 1:·J ight Control D,2sign 
As ApplieJ To rhe AFrI/F-16 
Surface Passiv9tion Of /\n Irrplantable 
Semiconductor Multielectrode Array 
Suitability And Applications Of 
Liquid Crystal Televisions In 
Optical Pre-Processors 
Application Of Halstead's Timing 
Model To Predict The Conpilation 
·rim? Of Ada Coapilers 
Corrparison Of Channel Estimation 
Techniques 
Evaluation Of The Angle-Of-~ttack 
Limiter For The F-16 c;n Aircraft 
Semacs Frequency-Domain Analysis To 
Determine The Lightning Induced 
Electromagnetic Skin Current 
Distribution On l\n Aircraft 
f'abrication Of AlG.J. As/IN:ia As 
Pseudomorphic Modulation Doped 
Field Effect '.l.'ransistor With P 
Doped Surface Layers 
An In Vitro Study Of N,N-Diethyl-
M-Toluaroide (DE81') As A. Neurotoxin 
A Conparison Of Conputational 
Electromagnetic Methods For The 
Prediction Of Radar Cross Section 
·rhe Remote Sensing Of Vibrating 
Surfaces Using Incoherent 
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The Remote Sensin~ Of vibrating 
Surfaces Using Coherent Illumination 
An Expert System Advisor For 
Satellite Mission Planning 
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Digital 11.lgonthn Specification For 
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Electromagnetic ~adiation Integral 
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Radar Seeker 
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Design Of Integrated Flight/ 
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Aircraft uuring Approach And 
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Optimization Of l'he Antenna Pattern 
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The Chardcterization Of Whiskers 
Produced By Electromigration On 
Suspended Aluminum Linestripe 
Developnent Of An Autonomous 
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~lgorithm For A High Energy Laser 
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Frequency Stabilization Of A Helium-
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An Electrical Cir,::uit Model Of The 
Interface Between ~n Electrode And 
·rhe Electrolytic ('1edium Of The Cortex 
Linear Tine Invariant System 
Identification Using A Result Of 
The Bussgang Theorem 
Prediction Of The Required Ja.mrier-
To-Signal Ratio From Crosscorrelation 
Of Missile Fly-Out Miss Distance And 
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Errors 
Analysis And Applications Of A 
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Variable Slope Delta Modulation For 
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Analysis Of Jitter In A Digital 
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Prototype Of A Computer i·\ethod For 
Designing 3,nd a.nalyzing Heating, 
Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
Proportional, Electronic Control 
Systems 
Economic Feasibility Of Fuel Cell 
Energy Systems For Selected 
Facilities On ~right-Patterson 
Air Force case, Ohio 
An Evaluation And Proposal Of 
United States Air Force Uses Of 
~oller Compacted Concrete Pave~ent 
n.n Investigation Of Personal Back-
ground Factors Related to the Civil 
Engineering Officers ' Satisfaction 
With The Air Force Way Of Life 
An Examination Of The Air Force's 
Bare-Base Design In Terms Of I'he 
Impact On Air Base Survivability 
Using Corcputer Modeling Evalu3tion 
A Survey Of Knowledge About And 
l\ttitudes TO'Nard Maneuver Warfare 
Tactics In ·rhe Second Marine 
Division 
.•leasureioont Of Air Force 
Envirorunental Protection Program 
Performance 
An Analysis Of The Relationships 
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Hazardous waste i1anagement: A 
Descriptive Study 
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The Air Force 






An Assessment Of Air Force Civil 
Engineering Officer Perceptions 
Of Assignments To Career Broadening 
Positions 
Information Requirements For The 
New Contract Prograrrcrer 
Investigation Of Air Force Built-
Up Roofing Tolerances 
Customer Management Skills For 
Effective Air Force Civil 
Engineering Customer Service 
Engineering and Scientific Career 
Continuation Pay ( ESCCP) And 'rhe 
Retention Of Air f'orce Engineering 
Officers 
Computer-Aided System Needs For 1'he 
Technical Design Section Of The 
Base Level Civil E:ngineering Squadron 
GEM/DET/86S- 20 Harvest Eagle Management: A Case 
Study 
GEM/DEM/86S- 21 Analysis Of The Perceptions Of CPM 
As A Project Management Tool On 
Base-Level Civil Engineering 
Projects 
GEM/DET/86S- 22 An Investigation Of Site-Specific 
Information Requirements Por 
Deployable Prine BEEF Teams 
GEi<I/DEM/86S- 23 Measurement Of Civil Engineering 
Customer Satisfaction In Tactical 
Air Corcmand A Prototype Evaluation 
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GEM/LSH/86S-24 Cost Comparison Of Technical Training 
School Versus Unit Training Methods 
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Engineering Air Force Specialty Codes 
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A Leadership Developnent MOdel For 
United States Air Force Civil 
Engineering Company Grade Officers 
Fonnulation of a Construction Cost 
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Cost Estimates 
A Study Of User Involvement In The 
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Analysis Of ~rite-Beam-Induced Damage 
To The Conducting PRIZ 
Target Recognition Using Three 
Dirrensional Laser Range Imagery 
Radial Density Distribution Of 
Negative Atanic Oxygen In The 
Oxygen Positive Column; An Experiment 
Correcting Aberrated Wavefronts 
F'rom Synthetic Apertures 
Holographically 
Frequency Shift Measurements Of The 
~(1) And Q(2) Lines Of a2 Using High Resolution CW Coherent Anti-
Stokes Raman Spectroscopy 
Electrical Behavior Of Ge And 
(Ge+ As) Implanted Gallium 
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Deposited By The Sol-Gel Process 
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GEP/ENP/86D-1 1 Photoluminescence Study Of 
Germanium Iaplanted Gallium 
Arsenide 
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Managed Freight Forwarder Concept 
GLM/ENC/86S-2 Applying Ada Progra."'llning Support 
Environment (APSE) Concepts for 
Corrputer Integrated Manufacturing 
System (CIMS) Solutions 
GLM/LSM/86S- 3 Use Of Bar Coding In The Performance 
Of Physical Inventories On United 
States Air Force Medical Equipcrent 
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GLM/LSY/86S-4 The Feasibility Of A Cost-Effective-
ness Assessment Of Air Force Jet 
Engine Warranties 
GI.N/L.SY/86S-5 A Historical Study Of The Effective-
ness of U.S. Security Assistance To 
Panama, Costa Rica And Nicaragua 
GLJ.1/XP/86S- 6 Econo.-nic Analysis Of Consolidating 
Operational Support Airlift Aircraft 
Locations In The Continental 
United States 
GLM/LSY/86S-7 Station Loading On The DATSA (Depot 
Automated Test Station For Avionics 
GLM/LSM/86S-8 A Dyna-METRIC Evaluation Of The ~C-
130E and AC-1308 
GU1/LSM/86S-9 NATO Standardization: An Analysis Of 
'rhe Military Agency For 
Standardization 
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Compromise Prograrrming Within ARFCOS: 
Selecting An OptL11al Distribution 
Network For Toe Southwest 
Employment Problems Associated With 
The Accelerated Delivery Of The F-16 
To The Republic Of Venezuela 
An Exploratory Study Of Domestic 
Technology Transfer Concepts, 
Federal Infrastructure, And 
Process Models 
Contractor Responsibility Deter-
mination By Small Business 
Administration And By Department 
Of Defense Contracting Officers: 
A Comparison And Case Study 
Problem:; With Maintenance Planning 
On Joint Service Acquisition Programs: 
~n Air Force Perspective 
A Comparison Of The Matrix And 
Functional Forns Of Organizational 
Structure 
The Boeing 767 Program: A Case Study 
Of Issues Related To Success In 
Managing An Tnternational Cooperative 
Project 
An Analysis Of The Status Of And 
Factors Influencing Mobility Of The 
Air Force Civilian Logistician: Part I 
A Comparison Of The Career Intentions 
of Enlisted t~oiren To work Group 
E'actors 
·rne Feasibil i.ty of Using l\ Data Base 
Manag.ament syst~m ro Aid In Piece Part 
Standardization And Substitution 
Intentional 1nput Of Errors Into The 
Maintenance Data Collection System 
History Of Concurrency: The 
Controversy Of Military Acquisition 
Program Schi::idule Compression 
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SLAM II 
An Analysis And Comparative Study Of 
Job Characteristics ~nd Job 
Satisfaction In The Air Force 
Transportation Officer Career Field 
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GLM/LSM/865- 28 Air Force Mentoring : ·rhe Potential 
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Supported Network Analysis System 
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GU1/LSQ/86S- 30 A Formula for Use In Unabsorbed 
Overhead Claims In Government 
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At Tne Kennedy Space Center 
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Enemy AttacKs On A Bare Base 
Env irornnent 
The Limits Of Moral Principle: An 
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Of The Ethical ·rhreshold 
The Source-To-User Conc~pt - An 
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An Application Of The Job 
Characteristics Model To Strategic 
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Missile Combat Crew Members 
Fraud In Air Force Contracting; Are 
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Enhancing Competition Through The 
Improvement Of The Dual Sourcing 
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Systems Division 
Invoking Subordinate Attitude Change 
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An Experiment In Persuasion 
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Assessment Of nase Level Refueling 
Dur ing Ai rcraft Surge Operations 
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For Alcoholism 
Is raeli Defense Force Logistics In 
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IX . 'r!-lESIS RESEARCH A.:53E::S3:,iE: .1 :)UESTIOM-1\IR.C: SU.<s14AR 'i 
CAL! ;;r,< fE:I\K 11; .,.> 
1 . I NTRODUCTION; 
fr.,~ /\FIT Resea rcl1 Ass<:ssm .... nt For in sno..in p, :C:'.'? 189 ,e:s "'~nt • 
s ~on so r s of ,11.:1 s t '2' r ' s t n e s i s [, r c, j ~ c c. s i n t 11 c .., _ . o o 1 o r S y t_ ~ 
Lo3istics an:5 tb<= 3c,1ool c.L EnJ1neering . ri_ .... _n pcirccn_ v • • _ 
rr.?turned by tnc Sc:1001 of :,ns i n <..e r1ng si,,1onsots ;1nd ov,,r ti1 1 r_y -
1n11<.~ pt?rc2nt were rc·turne:; uy the Sf,Onsors o f t1,1: Jclwcl of 
0y.=t0:os and Logistics . In ~, "~l ilion , t:h sts ·,,ork pe rtor.n:c uy 
sLud~nts at civilian institut ions was JUJJ~u by uni~& of -n .tr 
fiorc~ who migh t 11 .... ve -1 n ir. te r ""S t in che t.1~l:;.i'> 1-,->t,i-:: .n:J l.l y 
..J"re ·ukee1 to eval u.:1t~ the rc·se,, rc.1 work usiri:, t .. ~ S"!.i!!.' res_uc~ 
c1 _;se::5sment to r n, . 
L. , SU~MARY OF RES ULTS 
~ . SCHOOL OF SYSTEMS AND L OGISTICS 
( 1) 74 o oc tnos-:: ~u rvey fo r ms r etu.rn ..2 . .1 said tllis 
r · s ~ 1rch contri. ... utcd to ,:, ...;u rren t Air tore~ rjcOJc~ ... . 
( 2) 69~ s:iiu .:ncy ,voulv he.We Jone tn 1 · rPSt>,HCh 0 1· , 
in- house o r on contc..,ct if Al:lr n1::i not done tb~ r ,.?s .. Jr 1. 
(3 ) 28:t s, id Lile tnn: is '"Ork was 1, igllly 3i9n1(ic ., 
54b Suid the won ,VciS si~niEic::rnt 
1 8!1. s.:1iv the v.od. w,:i.s slightly SJ.Jill [ ic.: '"'!lt 
(4 ) .i'hc o.ver,.':l~ tn"s1 s , ~".l..:5 est.i.,tE'd 10 b~· ,,orcD ., . 1 
r. rn12ars of effc,rt dn J would co:,t .;,,>5 , duCJ 9er tnesi !:L l4L ~ 1, 
~ : r~ completed so this rcpr0s2nta ~ net worL~ of ~~ 1 4 J~ , ~~~ ­
_,-:;ca ll o9,, of t,d s wor:-. ,,,.,uli.1 i1,Jve been donP i.t P Fil :-..t.ur1-.1 t -
not ca r ried out the r ~s~arch . rnus this r~~r es•nts J ~o~, 
... voi . anc ..: of 0 . 6:; x ~ , 485 , 0:JC, o r ~u , 545 . J<,.,i s1vi ng t1' t-1r 1. r 
r ' 3 01 rcn unu d ~v ·lopm •nt ·ct vit1es . 
( 5) 
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,,,,,,r_,·1_.;G :;0i oi t. •. ~ rcvi \,,,r3 s.ti..1 tnr::?y v.oul; n1,' ~vnL ti,< 
r ·~;c. r;t. f t,•o st.c.d~rt :1:i_• nor . Jntorturnlely 01l'.l ., very f,_., 
o: 1 n · re v.1•·.-111 s .1:.,ciu,11:,•,.. · ,:- cost VC'idt111c~ . 1 _, :J.._ 111or.· 
JC.. tit .,,: 11 ;r .:1 t i.-:1ur~ ... •li..:c.i c::ur· .. llt.f; the av ... re. h! ,!st1::i:ice OJ 
CLVlli ,.1 in-,,_1cut1vn rcvie" 'rs OV·'r U1 • last five• y~· r•; 01. , 0 .,)2 
:r.1ny r: of :.E[ort ari.:.I ir ,'.;ti:.i<.llo:.J :.o~t of $.>CJ , 179 , ,!r t :';i.;; . 
~·1.,,ra \Pt ... 133 11,1ster ' ::; thc-::.cs corn()l·•t,!...i (Ji v ing a nr:- ,or.:1 vf 
~.-. , nl , Ju/ . R,·c-ill Jv,; <..f L11 i s ,mrJ< would h uv·2 ly2er1 .L;n·.., if /\I-Ji' 
st1.1r1cnt~_; r1a l not ...:<1rri.:··~ out th(· r..:f1 ~.-,rch . 'rh us tliJ..s ref,r1.~sent~; 
a c.:osc voi~ in'-e ot $1 , 41] , :,42 . 
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surv1 y iorms returned b:Ji,, i-his tbesiB 
current 1\ir Force pro j <2~t: . 
(L J Ylb slid tl1~·y .,ouL.1 !,1v,, done Lhis rc~n.1rt:h eit111:•r 
i.11-tiou:;' or on co11t r <1ct it ft-'1.f 11 1J :.nt t'".iiea r c,10.J ii . 
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t n.:sis ._.,orK \J<lS highly si~nitic.~nt 
.,er~ w:is stgnificant 
\1ork •., is slightly s i -3niLit.: ,nL 
(~ ) l'ne c1 v c r a::i2 thesis \·l l ~ est i mac,~d t o tJ,2 ~ ... orth .,.7.s. 
rauny0;-:r:' uf ~ffort ant.J \,uULl cosc ?5b , 7.::8 !)o? r Lnesi:; . L!40 th-
,1..?r: c 11pl.Le:d c1s t11is r•pr-·scncs, ;ict .-1o r tl1 of ~ 1 3 , & 17 . 120 . 
~ 'C l 1 1 i ':)f tnis wor-.: ,Joulrt n; v,! t;i.?r>n oono i.£ ,·l· 11' ..;c u .,~~1t.; : 1-:1...1 
no . ._.;) t t:1_ r cs~d r cr . • 1l)us '-111::. retp r e.ss.:nt s a cost avoJ.a,in·:::·~ 
~1L, JJ1 . ~/J to ,ir Poree resear~n ani ucvelopmen t . 
(.>) ,.·1'2 spon!:>crs r-·turntn-:J rlH:! su rve y were r ,fl<.~J "IS 
L ol 1 N J~ : 
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23Q :1pl o r CG-1 2 
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- E3'fI !il\T I O~J 1.Jr' l'OTAL n :s·r ITU'fE COS T AVOIDANCE 
'j( no,,l 01 :,yst ·ms '• Logistics 
'ivili n l11.:n.il1tio11!l 
",;;t,J,)s ol ~n~in _ , •n.; 
S ;, , 545 , 064 
1 , 443 , ::>42 
1 l , J ~ 1 , 5 ·19 
.;,2U , J D,1 85 
C, f 
~·hi 3 lll '.31, C •c:;e.1r1.. I ,IC: '(..lltp l J";b..:d ,,y :51~ th ·:~0$ Ullt inj 
c: 1 l , t. r 'l( t • • ;· 1 J , u 1 ::. , ~ i .u .. c" .J L, y t :1 : '" !? on so r s t o r "l · r " .= • 'i1 t . Cl':>t \i•Jld,'11!(:e cun"'rit..JL on ot :;,~J , 3,u , ltb to Air For~~· R 
1nd ·.r'V•' r)p1Ctlt 1~tivt l. i. '·"-
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AFIT RESEARCH ASSESSMENI' 
'l'h~ purpose of this questionnaire 1.s t.o ascertain the value and or 
contribution of res~1 rch accoinplished by students or t<1..:ulty of the Air c..rc 
institute of Technology (AU). lt. ~10ul•i be greatly appreciated 1f yoe •1o ul 
co,rplrte tne following guastion~aire :lnd return 1t to: 
AF11'/Nt~ 
wr ight-P,tterson AFB Od -E.>i:33-b::i :,3 
Research Title: 
Author: ---------------------------------
Hes ear ch Ass~ssment Juestions: 
1. Did this research contribute to a current Air Force t,rojcct? 
'l. YES b . NO 
2. Do you believe this research topic is significant enough trot it w:>:.:il l 
have been researched (or contractec) by your org3nization or ano~hGr a~ ncy 1f 
1\Fir had not? 
a. YES b. 00 
3 . l'llc benefits of AFIT research ~an often be expr.c?s:::;L-<l ryt the eiuiv.:Jl nt 
value that your agency achieved/received by v1rtu0 of AFir perfonn1n3 th• 
re.;;ec1rc;ri. Can you estinutc wh.1L this rescar~h would tnve cost it 1t t, 10 r-"-:n 
accomplished under contract or i[ it had been done in-hows~ in terms of 
:.Unpower and/or dollars? 
a. Man-years b . $ 
4. Often it is not possible to attach equival~nt uoll~r valu2s to tes~1r~h, 
altnough the results of the research ,ray, in fact, be 11~JOrtant. ,:1eth"r or 
not you were able to establish an equivalent value for tnts re.;;.~rch (J 
above), what is your e~timate of its significance? 
a . Highly 
Significant 
b. Significant c . Sligildy 
Significant 
u. Ot no 
!:>ignificant 
5. AFI'l' welcaros any further comnenLS you may h.:iv.::? on t..ie abov..: qu~sdons , or 
any additional details concerning tne current application, future potenti~1 , 
or other value of tins rese<.rch. Pl2aSc use t.hc rocK ct cnis quest10:m::u r ... 







X. SUMMARY BY DEPARTMENT CALENDAR YEAR 1986 
NUMBER OF 
















TOTAL DE 37 





































Some are joint among two or more departments 



















*** Includes some from outside schools (DISAM, XP, . .. ) 


































































HQ AFSC 18 
FTD 16 







HQ MAC 4 
AFAPL 2 
HQ SAC 4 
.ESD 10 
AFMPC 1 
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